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Vocal
Cord
Do you feel safe leaving
belongings in Waterloo over
the break?

“It depends how easy it
is to access it.”
–Sarah Wall, fourth-year
psychology

“The things that people
would steal I’m bringing
home with me.”

Dear Life

photo of the week

Dear Life is your opportunity to write
a letter to your life, allowing you
to vent your anger with life’s little
frustrations in a completely public
forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are
anonymous, should be no longer
than 100 words and must be addressed to your life. Submissions
can be sent to dearlife@thecord.ca
no later than Monday at noon each
week.

–Samantha Kassies,
fourth-year psychology

“Maybe here not so
much as back home.”
–Brad Vyse, third-year
econ and accounting

–Scott Veale, fourthyear economics

Dear Life,
It’s really not that great to be a Laurier Golden Hawk.
Sincerely,
#realtalk

Dear Life,
Well, it’s exam season. Time to take
selfies with Starbucks cups!
Sincerely,
That’s studying, right?

Dear Life,
If you’ve ever used the term “gains”
non-ironically, you’re probably the
worst.
Sincerely,
Since when did working out turn
everyone into douche bags?

Dear Life,
For me, the holidays means one
thing: Sinbad.
Sincerely,
Jingle All the Way

“Yeah, sure.”
–Nandani Seth, secondyear business and
financial math
Compiled by Marissa Evans
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Dear Life,
What’s the point of 12 Barz, exactly?
It seems like you’re just paying $40
for a t-shirt.
Sincerely,
I guess you get to hang out with
people who suck too

Dear Life,
Where the fuck is my period?
Sincerely,
Am I fucking pregnant? Please fuck
no.

Dear Life,
NO ONE NEEDS TO STUDY FOR
MORE THAN A DAY. FOR ANYTHING.
Sincerely,
University is easy, shut the fuck up

“I would feel safe.”

Dear Life,
Fuck anyone who says LOST is anything other than awesome.
Sincerely,
Still one of the best TV shows ever

Dear Life,
If it’s gonna be cold, just get cold
already. 12 degree the day after -5 is
just gross.
Sincerely,
It should NOT be that warm in
November

Dear Life,
This. Right here. Is my. Swag.
Sincerely,
All. The ladies. Are on me. Swag.
Dear Life,
IN WHAT WORLD IS THE TIM HORTON’S ON UNIVERSITY CLOSED
FOR RENOVATIONS? YOU CAN’T
JUST CLOSE A TIM HORTON’S AND
THINK IT’S OKAY. WHAT FUCKING
RENOVATIONS COULD YOU POSSIBLY BE DOING RIGHT NOW?!
Sincerely,
Nawt happy

Drinking at university is almost as much a part of the culture as academics.
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Colophon

The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.

The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any
unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE

The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of

commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged
promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal work-

ings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the
student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of
the student press is to act as
an agent of social awareness,
and so shall
conduct the
affairs of our
newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“Santa hasn’t given me shit.
What do I owe him?”
-Sports Editor Josh Peters
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Exploring drinking culture at WLU
“Laurier has this reputation of having students that like to have a lot of fun, like most
universities ... I think it is that joining that culture, some people assume that it’s just
something you do. It’s not something you have to do, but a lot of people just assume
that it’s something you do in university.”
-Stephanie Wetherald, fourth-year
business student

will huang/photo editor

Shelby blackley
campus news editor

For many students, coming into
university is a new environment that
welcomes different cultures. Within
that is the culture of drinking.
Ian Culbert, the executive director of the Canadian Public Health
Association, explained there are a
few different reasons students can
feel pressured to join the drinking
culture.
Firstly, for many students this is
their first time away from home and
the limitations are gone. However,
for some students, drinking could be
a stress reliever from the pressures of
university.
“Even within first year, it can go
from ‘let’s have fun’ and ‘let’s have
a party’ to ‘oh my goodness, I’ve got
midterms coming up and my grades
aren’t that great,’ ” he said.
Culbert explained the dangers of
binge drinking which students could
experience from falling into drinking

culture. Immediate impacts can be
potentially serious, such as alcohol
poisoning and behaviours such as
unprotected sex or drinking and
driving.
However he especially warned
students against allowing drinking
culture to lead to being a coping
method.
“Over the longer term, if a young
person is using alcohol to numb an
emotion, that’s the first step on the
pathway toward addiction,” Culbert
said.
Anne Wilson, a psychology professor at Wilfrid Laurier University who
does research in social psychology,
explained a phenomenon called
pluralistic ignorance. This idea
explains how a majority of group
members privately reject a norm, but
incorrectly assume that most others
accept it and therefore go along with
it. Drinking culture, therefore, can
be an example of why students may
not believe in binge drinking but go
along with it anyway.

“Over the longer term, if a
young person is using alcohol to numb an emotion,
that’s the first step on the
pathway toward addiction.”
-Ian Culbert, executive director of the
Canadian Public Health Association

“So is this what happens in
universities? This is probably part
of it,” Wilson explained. “There are
other factors that can lead to being
attracted to partying and drinking
and I think that sometimes there’s
that perception of ‘this is what other
people are doing,’ so basic conformity processes.”
Part of the belief that “everyone is
doing it” in drinking culture stems
from the way public events are portrayed versus private events.
“We see the people that go out

and go partying because they’re very
visible. They’re right in your face
whether you like it or not. And the
people who decide to have a quiet
evening at home or decide to go to
the library, you don’t see them as
much because they’re a lot more
private,” said Wilson.
Stephanie Wetherald, a fourthyear business student at Laurier,
went through her Orientation Week
in 2011 and two Winter Carnivals
since then without drinking.
While she has been able to avoid
the pressures of the drinking culture,
she understands why students at
Laurier may feel like they need to
participate.
“Laurier has this reputation of
having students that like to have a
lot of fun, like most universities,” she
explained.
“I think it is that joining that
culture, some people assume that
it’s just something you do. It’s not
something you have to do, but a lot
of people just assume that it’s some-

thing you do in university.”
Wetherald explained simple techniques such as holding onto a water
bottle during parties or being around
a group of friends that don’t always
want to go out can help break the
stereotypes.
Culbert encouraged students who
do not want to go out every weekend
to find a circle of friends that are
interested in different alternative
methods of fun.
He also recognizes there is an
effort to change the culture around
drinking.
“Because they are dealing with
18-year-olds, still immature, on
campus — it’s [sometimes] illegal for
them to drink so creating alcoholfree environments so they can still
have fun, still stay on campus, but
alcohol simply isn’t part of the equation,” he said.
“It’s creating those options where
you’re actually normalizing sober
options as opposed to normalizing
alcoholic behaviours.”

bylaw

Number of parking tickets increases in fall
It’s difficult to tell if the influx of tickets in Waterloo correlates with the return of students in Sept.
connor ward
lead reporter

Parking tickets are something many
students come across during their
time in Waterloo. The tickets, given
in violation of parking bylaws around
Waterloo, typically cost $35 and must
be paid within 15 days of being received, or appealed within that time.
The city of Waterloo experiences a
huge population swing through the
year, as most students go home for
the summer in May and come back
to school at the end of August. With
this volatility in population numbers,
you might also expect the same in
the number of parking tickets given
out.
“It’s hard to say there’s a causation to the jump from August to
September,” said Christopher Mulhern, manager of compliance and
standards for Waterloo municipal
enforcement. “I don’t want to say it’s
because students are coming back,
but there are more vehicles on the
road.”
But during the first few months
of the new school year there is an

“I would hope that it is not
in relation to the students
coming back, but that
could be a minor piece to
it.”
-Christopher Mulhern, manager of
compliance and standards

thiviya kanagasabesan/staff photographer

Students aren’t unfamiliar with the experience of getting a parking ticket.

increase in the number of parking
tickets handed out.
In 2013, the City of Waterloo
handed out a reported 4,953 tickets
in September and 4,308 tickets in

October. Both of these months saw
increases when compared to the
summer parking ticket statistics,
which float between 4,174 in May
and 3,577 in August.

“If you look at it, June, July and
August are when people take their
holidays, so there’s not as many
cars on the street at any given time,”
said Mulhern. “Regardless of who’s
driving and whether they’re students
or visitors, there are not as many
cars on the road in Waterloo in the
summer.”
Regardless of whether or not the
numbers increase proportionately to
population changes, parking tickets
are still a reality for many students
living in Waterloo.
Tickets can often be a nuisance
and fighting them can be time consuming.

“I pretty much just went out to my
car one day, and I go up to my car
and there’s a ticket on the window
of the car. Which is weird because
I’m in a private lot,” said Adam
Gilbert, a second-year student at
Wilfrid Laurier University. “I looked
at the ticket and it said I was illegally
parked on private property, which
isn’t the story because someone else
was parked in my spot.”
Gilbert then had to address the
ticket by speaking with the owner of
the private lot, who had mentioned
calling City of Waterloo Bylaw to ticket cars parked in improper spots. The
lot owner was able to get the ticket
voided, but Gilbert still had to invest
his time to get rid of his violation.
“There’s an ebb and flow to
parking itself, and I wouldn’t be
comfortable making the cause and
effect argument regarding students
returning,” said Mulhern. “I would
hope that it is not in relation to the
students coming back, but that could
be a minor piece to it. There are students returning with vehicles, but so
are their parents and people coming
to take courses.”
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INTEGRITY
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As society becomes saturated by technology, cheating has posed a larger threat to university integrity in exams and on assignments, and professors are working on new methods to catch it.

The changing face of cheating
With the rise in technology in students’ lives, cheating has become harder to catch and control
PEARL LEUNG
STAFF WRITER

Academic integrity has been an issue that has long frustrated professors and school officials. With the
rapid production of new technology,
students have come up with new
methods of cheating on assignments,
tests and exams.
Information can now be accessed
more easily, quickly and discreetly
than ever before.
For professors at Wilfrid Laurier
University, technology is also changing the way they monitor cheating
and plagiarism.
“In the past, to copy off an assignment you had to have the physical
assignment,” said Sofy Carayannopoulos, the BU111 course coordinator. “Now it’s easy to share that
assignment, and store it, and share it
again and again and again.”
The advent of wearable technology is a big concern. Google Glass,
recently put on the market, is one

such example. It is, essentially, a pair
of glasses with the capabilities of a
computer. Smart watches will also
enable students to access information very easily.
“We haven’t seen any on the
[Brantford] campus yet,” said Judy
Eaton, the academic integrity advisor
at Laurier’s Brantford campus. “But
once that becomes popular — if it
ever becomes popular — that could
be an issue for us.”
Although students are using technology to find new ways to cheat,
professors are also using technology
to maintain academic integrity.
“In the same way that it’s easier for
students to cheat, it’s easier for me to
catch them,” said Carayannopoulos.
However, because of the fast rate
at which technology advances, there
will always be a lag between the
time a new way of cheating becomes
popular and the time professors can
stop that method.
“I’m sure many of my academic
colleagues won’t agree with me, but I

“We’re trying to bring them
back to the ‘you don’t want
to cheat,’ not the ‘here’s
how we’re going to catch
you.’ ”
-Judy Eaton, academic integrity
advisor, Brantford campus

don’t think that faculty members can
beat students in the use of technology,” said Lea Caragata, the academic integrity advisor at Laurier’s
Waterloo campus. “Technology is of
[the students’] generation.”
Instead of strictly policing students, Laurier has opted to educate
them. The purpose of the academic
integrity advisors is to promote
knowledge about the negative effects
of cheating.
“When [students] act without
integrity, they’re diminishing their

degree and everyone else’s degree if
people come to think of Laurier as
a place where you can cheat,” said
Eaton.
“So they’re hurting not only themselves, but other people.”
Caragata echoed Eaton’s opinion.
“I think the way out of this isn’t to
try to kind of develop a game plan
and stay a step ahead of students,
but rather work with students so that
they understand that we’re all in this
together, that Laurier’s reputation is
their reputation,” she said. “If Laurier
begins to have a reputation as a
university where grades and degrees
don’t matter because everybody
knows that integrity lapses are rampant ... that affects us all.”
At Laurier’s Brantford campus,
all students take four core courses,
which focus heavily on academic
integrity. They learn what it is and
how to avoid cheating.
One component of these courses
is a test on which students must
score at least 70 per cent. If they do

SAFETY

TRAGEDY

Holiday safety
priority for SCS
MADDY CUTTS
STAFF WRITER

Security at Wilfrid Laurier University’s Waterloo campus is of the utmost
concern for the upcoming holiday
season.
With the exam period finishing
on Dec. 19, students will be heading
home for the holidays, subsequently
leaving campus and residence buildings mostly empty.
As in previous years, the university
itself will be closing for the holidays,
with the majority of buildings and
residences locked for the duration of
the period between semesters.
The large amount of empty
buildings, coupled with the lack of
people on site naturally raises some
concerns regarding the security of
buildings during their absence.
Though the majority of students
and faculty will be gone, Special
Constable Services at Laurier will
still be in full effect.
“It’s exactly the same as any time
else,” said Tammy Lee, manager
of the Waterloo campus SCS. “We
always have to have at least two officers on campus, day or night, holiday
or no holiday.”
SCS will be utilizing regular patrols of the campus, as well as video

surveillance, to monitor the area
from any potential trespassers during the break.
“You have to understand that
we’re coming into the Christmas
season, the winter season, where
it’s cold. Two shelters in the area
are actually closing, so we have a
lot of people that will be trying to
breach any place, any opportunity
to stay warm,” said Lee. “But we’ll
be monitoring and going into all the
buildings on a regular basis.”
Though most students will be departing for the length of the holiday
period, there will still be a select
number of students who will remain
in residence buildings, as well as international students who will arrive
in the midst of the campus’ closure.
Special Constables’ confidence in
the safety of campus residences is
well reflected by Residence Life.
“There’s two things to remember:
when I leave this building no one
else is going to walk in, and on top of
that, when you leave you lock your
door. So unless someone breaks the
doors down, there’s not a problem,”
said Varqa Rahimian, a don in Willison Hall residence.
Despite many reassurances, there
are still students in residence who
don’t trust the safety of their belong-

not pass, they must either retake the
test or participate in an academic
integrity workshop.
“We try to bring them back to
the ‘you don’t want to cheat,’ not
the ‘here’s how we’re going to catch
you,’” Eaton explained.
Because the Waterloo campus
is larger, students do not take core
courses. However, professors often
stress the importance of academic
integrity within their own classes.
For example, all first-year business
students are required to complete an
assignment that teaches them how to
source properly.
Additionally, a student-led
conference on academic integrity is
expected to be held in the spring.
“I can talk until the cows come
home about academic integrity and
why it’s important, but I think the
real power of a message will come
when the students themselves are
talking to each other about integrity
and why it’s important,” Caragata
said.

Student
passes
20-year-old
succumbs to
head injuries
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Special Constable Services will be in full effect at Laurier over the break.

ings in their residence rooms over
the stretch between terms.
“I don’t think that I could, because
in our building we’ve heard about
so much theft already this semester,”
said Christina Paul, a first-year student living in Willison Hall. “Given
the history, there’s just no way I
would ever feel comfortable.”
Individuals staying on campus

over the break are the primary focus
of SCS, as they will remain on call for
anyone on the campus.
“The students that are in residence, those are our main concern,
and international students that come
during the holidays,” said Lee.
“We stay in contact with them
on a regular basis throughout the
holidays.”

Wilfrid Laurier University international student Siqi Wang died last
week after being struck by a car on
Nov. 24.
Wang, 20, had just gotten off a
Grand River Transit bus at Fischer
Hallman Road when she was hit. She
was taken to Hamilton General Hospital with serious injuries and died
three days later due to head trauma
she sustained.
The Waterloo Region Record
reported Tuesday that she likely had
her hood up and didn’t see the car
and walked in front of it.
No charges have been laid on the
driver as of press time and the investigation is still ongoing.
According to a statement released
by the university, Wang, originally
from China, was a business student
and had completed the Laurier
English and Academic Foundations
program in Brantford.
Her funeral was held at Erb &
Good Family Funeral Home Sunday
morning, with her parents in attendance.
–Compiled by Kate Turner
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WLU enrolment down
As of Nov. 1, admissions reported 287 less students
enrolled at Laurier in 2014 than 2013, raising concerns
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

The finalized numbers are in and
reveal that Wilfrid Laurier University
as a whole experienced a drop in enrolment this year. According to Ruth
MacNeil, acting university registrar,
the target was to intake 4,474 new
students this year. As of November
2014, Laurier had a total of 4,024 new
first-year students enrolled.
Concern in terms of enrolment
numbers for 2014 arose at the beginning of the summer, around the
deadline for high school students to
confirm their acceptance to Laurier.
At this point, there was close to 500
fewer students enrolled at Laurier as
compared to 2013.
As of September, enrolment had
increased, closing the gap between
the 2013 and 2014 numbers. In September 2013, 19,108 undergraduate
students were enrolled.
In September 2014, this number
was 18,821 — a difference of 287
students. MacNeil said this was
largely due to efforts by recruitment
and admissions over the summer to
close the gap.
“We saw more students committing between June and the end of
August and other schools in Ontario
would normally see a decrease,” said
MacNeil.
After this point, the registrar’s
office looks at attrition rates between
September and November from year
to year.
“Overall, there’s always an attrition
rate each year with the university,
and we always look to make sure the
attrition rate is acceptable,” she said.
From September 2014 to November 2014, undergraduate enrolment
dropped from 18,821 students to
18,571 students — a difference of
250 students. From September 2013

“There’s never a positive
reaction because you’re
reporting numbers going down, but it was very
much expected.”
-Ruth MacNeil, acting
university registrar

to November 2013, undergraduate
enrolment dropped from 19,108
students to 18,871 — a difference of
237 students.
As of Nov. 1, the final number of
undergraduate students enrolled at
Laurier in 2014 was 18,571. In 2013,
this number was 18,877, which is a
difference of 306 students.
“I think it was expected,” said
MacNeil, in terms of the registrar
report’s reception at Senate, where it
was presented on Nov. 26.
“There were some questions,
but mostly about the numbers and
whatnot.”
She continued that the numbers
were no surprise since most Senate
members were aware of the situation
in September.
“There’s never a positive reaction
because you’re reporting numbers
going down, but it was very much
expected.”
MacNeil explained that the focus
now is on the next recruitment cycle
as well as ensuring retention rates
are doing well.
Jennifer Casey, acting vicepresident of enrolment services, has
been taking on the task of trying to
improve enrolment numbers for next
year.
“I’ve been spending a lot of time
trying to educate the community on
strategic enrolment management

and how it’s an institutional-wide
initiative,” said Casey.
Casey said strategic enrolment
management involves looking
closely at data from the marketplace.
“It’s well understood that the 1524 age group is on the decline and
will be through until the mid-2020s,”
said Casey in terms of enrolment at
universities.
The plan, then, is to help all facets
of the university understand the role
they play in enrolment.
Casey said the numbers from fall
recruitment activities have been
positive.
When recruitment teams visit
high schools, students provide them
with their name and what program
they are interested in receiving more
information about. This year, recruitment collected 19 per cent more
names.
Open houses on the Waterloo and
Brantford campuses had increased
attendance: Waterloo increased by
41 per cent, with tours up 21 per
cent, and Brantford increased by
31 per cent, with hour-long tours
increasing 16 per cent. Lastly, at the
Ontario Universities Fair, 44 per cent
more people sat in on the Laurier
presentation.
With university applications due
on Jan. 14, recruitment and admissions is now moving into the conversion period where applications are
received and reviewed and acceptances are sent out.
“Everybody has a role to play in
promoting the institution, promoting
the programs, promoting the exceptional student engaged environment
that we have,” Casey said. “I can’t
control if there are surprises or not,
but if everybody understands what
our objectives are, everybody has
been educated and we’re all working
together with data-driven strategies
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then I’ll know we have done the best
we could as an institution.”
Also as a result of the anticipated decrease in enrolment in
post-secondary studies by Ontario
high school students, Laurier will
be focusing its efforts on recruiting
from the smaller pool of applicants
— international students, mature
students, out of province students
and university and college transfers.
“There’s a lot of growth in that
area, understandably,” said Casey.
MacNeil said it is difficult to tell
what kind of impact the decrease in
enrolment will have on the university.
“There are some town hall meetings in the near future where finance
will be bringing forward information

to the university environment in
terms of how this will play out from a
budget perspective.”
Casey said they are looking to be
realistic in their targets for enrolment
numbers in 2015.
“We know the demographics are
continuing to shrink. There will be
fewer high school students applying
to Ontario universities this fall, we
know that.”
She continued that she has been
meeting with Jim Butler, vice-president of finance and administration,
to ensure the financial models for
the university are based on realistic
targets of admissions.
“Institutionally, we’re taking a very
strategic approach,” Casey said.
–With files from Shelby Blackley

FUNDING

Projects aimed at engagement and health
Approved Student Life Levy plans focus on diversity, safety, study space and student wellness
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Seven projects aimed at improving
the student experience at Wilfrid
Laurier University have been approved by the Student Life Levy
committee and will be implemented
next term. 20 projects total were
submitted to the committee for
consideration.
According to the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students’ Union chair
of the board and chief governance
officer Matt McLean, the number of
submissions and therefore approvals
of SLL projects is down from previous years.
“We did not receive as many applications as we were hoping to, so we
have looked at some various ways to
improve this process going forward,”
he said.
SLL approved the projects this
term based on how they contributed
to opportunities for student engagement and improved personal health
and fitness.
Projects were approved late
November and included four themes
for the Laurier campus.
“We have approved ones based
on diversity, safety, study gathering space and health and wellness,”
McLean explained.
The total amount of money allocated to the seven projects was
$83,916 out of a maximum amount

“We did not receive as
many applications as we
were hoping to...”

-Matt McLean, Students’ Union chair of
the board and CGO
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The Student Life Levy committee has approved the Library outdoor study space and garden for a cost of $17,032.

of $97,074. The SLL committee offers
additional funds if projects need it
for better results or completion.
The biggest project approved by
SLL was the security asset intelligence mapping for campus safety,
which received $25,390.
According to McLean, the project’s official description has yet to be
released.
“What this does is allow the au-

thorities to be able to pinpoint where
on campus there is an issue happening,” said McLean.
The other project with which
received a large amount of funding
is the Library outdoor study space,
gathering space and garden, which
was approved at the cost of $17,032.
There will also be a residence
quad outdoor gathering space for
Bricker Residence, which will cost

$17,982.
Four of the other approved projects received funds ranging from
$3,000 to $11,670.
The Laurier mobile safety app will
receive $11,670, while three other
projects will receive a minimum
amount of funding, with the SLL
committee willing to increase the
amount if needed.
Two projects, one entitled “critical

incidents: student and faculty dialogues through video” and another
called “not my Laurier: international
students combatting gender based
violence” will both receive $3,000,
but the committee is willing to grant
up to $7,500.
Additionally, the student health
and development centre will receive
$5,842 for enhancements, but the
committee has approved funding up
to $10,000 if necessary.
Projects for this term will be
implemented depending on the nature of their process. The study and
gathering spaces, for example, won’t
be completed until the spring term.
“All the money that’s sitting in
the fund that did not get allocated
to projects will be rolled over to the
next round of submissions, which
will be coming out in March,” said
McLean.
Application submissions for the
next term will start in January 2015.
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STUDENTS’ UNION BOARD
UNDER REVIEW
This year’s board came in very inexperienced,
with only two returning directors. Under the
leadership of Students’ Union chair and chief
governing officer Matt McLean, the board as a
whole so far has been quick and efficient when
in meetings and have stayed on track with the
respective agenda.
However sometimes the discussion can be
lackluster with no substantial conversation for
more important issues. Most discussion also

stems from a handful of directors each meeting. This could be because of the lack of experience on the part of the directors, but the board
as a whole would benefit from more critical
discussion of what is presented.
The board has also not dealt with any extreme crises or challenges this term to test the
directors. It has yet to be seen whether or not
they can handle more controversial or difficult
topics.

There are times where the members need to
be reminded of proper board decorum during
meetings. In the winter term, the board could
benefit from encouraging professional behaviour and practicing overall better attendance
for the majority of the directors, as only five of
14 directors have been to all meetings.
As Waterloo directors are provided with
transportation to Brantford meetings, it is disappointing that many have missed one or both

of the two meetings held there thus far. Moving
forward in the year, directors should utilize
this opportunity and ensure they are physically
present at Brantford meetings.
The board has been keeping the ends of the
organization in mind, engaging in discussions
when necessary. While the board overall has
had a good first term, it could benefit from
more critical discussion in the winter term.

Sam Lambert
President and CEO of the Students’ Union
Coming into the position with
minimal Students’ Union experience
besides being an Icebreaker, Lambert
transitioned into the role with the
help of former president and CEO
Annie Constantinescu rather seamlessly during the summer months.
He has fulfilled his duties in terms
of mandates and policies, with only
one policy not in compliance, which
hasn’t been for many years. This
is something Lambert can work
towards bringing into compliance
next term.
Lambert has relied heavily on
the strength of his vice-presidents,
who have helped implement portions of his platform such as the
new volunteer hiring practices and
police checks for volunteers, and
are currently looking into new ideas

for more study space. They have
also implemented a more transparent budget in order to make it more
readable and reflect student services.
The VPs have been a strong presence
in his term so far, helping Lambert
move toward the tangible goals he
set in his platform.
Lambert has missed three Students’ Union board meetings so
far this year, having VP Samantha
Deeming sit in his place. Lambert
needs to demonstrate a stronger
commitment to students through
his presence at meetings. Lambert
would benefit from proper decorum
at meetings and should refrain from
unnecessary behaviour.
He also mentioned in his platform
that he wanted to continue the strong
social media presence Constantines-

cu created. However Lambert took a
hiatus from social media in the summer that lasted over four months.
He is also not as visible on campus
to students and could benefit from
more outreach, while also taking
Brantford into consideration more
consistently.
Overall, Lambert has met the
minimum standards in his first term
as president. He has improved the
relationship between Brantford
and Waterloo campuses, making
weekly visits to see Brantford VPs
and students and has moved toward
the points he made in his platform.
However he still has steps to take if
he wants his term to be remembered
as one that brought the Union forward and positively made a positive
impact on students.

Matt McLean
Chair of the Board and Chief Governance Officer
McLean’s experience has been crucial this year, with 12 of the 14 directors lacking previous experience. He
has done a good job of taking on this
leadership role and has displayed a
commitment to ensuring all directors
were properly trained and transitioned smoothly into their positions.
McLean’s predecessor Jordan
Epstein set the bar high last year
in terms of director attendance at
meetings. McLean should continue
to encourage his directors to have

exemplary commitment as their
attendance to meetings this year has
been more sporadic.
Epstein also made strides in
improving transparency at board
meetings. McLean has so far successfully carried this forward, but should
ensure this perpetuates.
In his leadership role, McLean
needs to continue to encourage
directors to be engaged and critical
of the items on the board agenda and
actions of the president. Considering

they have little previous knowledge
of how meetings ran in the past, they
should also be made aware of expectations for board decorum.
So far, McLean has had a successful term. Meetings have been
well-organized and have been run
efficiently. He has also made himself
approachable to directors and
students, in part due to his ability to
communicate frequently and effectively. Overall, he is professional and
fulfills his duties as chair and CGO.

strongest grasp of the responsibilities
of the board, knowing the difference
between operations and governance
— the latter being the board’s biggest
duty. As vice-chair, he has worked
smoothly and productively with
McLean and has worked closely with
other directors to ensure they also
know their responsibilities.
Considering Aitchison is only in

his third year, he has maintained a
professional decorum in meetings
and has provided meaningful contributions to discussions. He is also one
of only five directors to never miss a
meeting this year. Going into the next
term, he should continue to utilize
his leadership role to encourage
more discussion and better attendance with this young board.

Colin Aitchison
Vice-Chair of the Board
As one of only two returning directors, Aitchison has been a strong
member of the board and a mentor
for many directors. His platform
focused on using his experience at
the board table which has certainly
come to fruition this year as he is
one of the more vocal directors at
meetings.
Aitchison seems to have the

These reviews were written collaboratively by Campus News Editor Shelby Blackley,
Senior News Editor Marissa Evans and Editor-in-Chief Kate Turner. They are based on
observations from board meetings and interviews with directors, chair and president.
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Board of Directors
Rochelle Adamiak
While Adamiak has displayed her
commitment to being a director
through her good attendance record,
her inexperience has been visible in
her lack of participation in discussions at the board table. Moving into
the winter term, she should speak up
more at meetings and be more critical of items on the agenda. Addition-

ally, Adamiak physically attended
one of the two board meetings in
Brantford and should ensure she is
more of a presence on the Brantford
campus.
She is very involved on campus but she should make sure this
doesn’t have a negative impact on
her role and duties as a director. In-

stead, Adamiak should be sure to use
her wide extra-curricular involvement to her advantage as a director
by using this experience to continue
to represent the student body.
Overall, Adamiak needs to display
more resolve for making improvements next term.

become more familiar with student
governance and the board’s role in
the Union.
His enthusiasm for both the role
and helping students is clear, however tangible steps must be taken if
he wants to have a successful term as

director.
He should work towards making
meaningful contributions to discussion and develop a better understanding of governance so he can
accurately represent students as he
wishes to do.

Waterloo over the summer.
Though he is inexperienced
and only in his second year, he
has shown tremendous potential
through his participation in five
committees this year, sitting as chair

on the finance committee.
DeSumma is showing commendable leadership qualities and should
continue this into the next term to
encourage other directors to follow
his strong performance.

of it shows his commitment to his
platform.
Gibara has missed three meetings so far and Skyped in to the two
Brantford meetings. In order to
improve next semester he should
increase his attendance and make
the effort to be physically present
in Brantford. He should also work
towards being more engaged in dis-

cussion and make more meaningful
contributions.
So far Gibara has done an acceptable job but must go above the minimum requirements of a director if he
wants to make his term memorable
and effective.

of students to the table while also
displaying a critical approach to
discussion topics.
Goodman is also consistently
vocal during meetings. He has also
demonstrated potential for leadership in chairing the ownership link-

age committee. Improvements could
be made in terms of his engagement
with Brantford.
His performance so far this year
has set the bar for other directors to
follow suit.

He has played an integral part in the
board vision committee, which was
struck by him and Warren Trottier.
Jagannathan’s attendance has
been exemplary this year, not missing any meetings and only Skyping in
to the two in Brantford. He therefore

would benefit from the extra effort
to travel to Brantford to be physically
present in the winter term.
So far, Jagannathan has been a
model director and should continue
to encourage other directors to follow suit.

Davis Bretz
Bretz has demonstrated his dedication to his role as director through
his good attendance, however he
is often quiet at the board table.
He lacks organizational knowledge
of the Union and past boards, so
in order to improve he needs to

Nicholas DeSumma
DeSumma is one of the most vocal members of the board, which
demonstrates his dedication to his
role and his desire to represent the
Brantford campus. He has yet to miss
a meeting and attended each one in

Spencer Gibara
Though Gibara lacks organizational
knowledge of the Union, he has a
firm grasp of what the role of a director is. His main platform point was
to ensure financial accountability of
the organization, which he has been
working towards as a member of the
Student Life Levy committee. He was
not elected to the finance committee, however his desire to be a part

*Disclaimer: Spencer Gibara is an
Opinion Columnist for The Cord.

Keegan Goodman
Goodman has been one of the
stronger directors on the board this
year. Despite this being his first
year, his experience honed from his
involvement in other facets of the
organization is evident. He brings
this knowledge and representation

Sujaay Jagannathan
Jagannathan has been one of the
stronger directors on the board so
far.
Despite being an inexperienced
member, he has engaged in critical
discussion and brought forward new
opinions for the board to consider.
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Christopher Marshall
It is difficult to evaluate Marshall’s
contribution to the board so far as
he has participated infrequently
in meetings. Moving into the next
term, he needs to be more vocal and
present at meetings and engaged in
discussion.
In addition, Marshall has been

absent from two board meetings and
late to a number of meetings due
to his part-time job. While this is a
legitimate reason, he should make
a greater effort to schedule his time
efficiently to be a diligent member of
the board.
After not submitting a platform

in time for the election in February,
Marshall needs to be more dedicated
to representing students and steering
the direction of the Students’ Union.
*Disclaimer: After multiple
requests, Christopher Marshall did
not come in for an interview with The
Cord.

In addition, his attendance has
not been exemplary and he should
therefore make an effort to display
a greater commitment to attending
meetings. His presence on the Brantford campus has also been lacking
and this should be improved in the

upcoming term.
It should be noted, however, that
Okum has been part of the finance
committee and is taking steps to
execute the part of his platform that
said he would be ensuring Union
money was being used effectively.

the role of a director.
However she has demonstrated
her dedication to the role through
her attendance, having never missed
a meeting. Despite Brantford directors not being provided with transportation, she has made the effort

and has been to multiple meetings in
Waterloo.
In order for Parton to fulfill her
duty as a director she must gain
more knowledge of what her responsibilities are and become more vocal
at board meetings.

would benefit from better attendance and more critical discussion.
Rana mentioned in his platform
he wanted to improve the cohesiveness of the multi-campus university,
however has not made strides to
achieve this. In the winter term,

Rana should work toward the points
he mentioned in his platform while
being a more involved member of
the board.
*Disclaimer: After multiple requests, Salman Rana did not come in
for an interview with The Cord.

closely engaged with the study body.
However, Ricci needs to continue
to make improvements to his attendance record after missing a meeting
in the summer and being late to two.
His presence in Brantford should be

noted however, and should continue
next term.
Overall, Ricci has displayed enthusiasm for the position but needs
to execute more concrete actions as
a director.

ing. Though he was not elected to a
fourth committee which he sought
after, his desire to take part in it
displays his enthusiasm for being
involved as a director.
For further improvement however
Trottier could benefit from being
more direct and concise with his

critical discussions in meetings.
It is obvious Trottier has a strong
passion for the position and is fully
committed, taking the position very
seriously. This should continue into
the winter term.

Shawn Okum
It has been difficult to gauge how
critical Okum has been of agenda
items and discussion topics at the
board table due to his lack of participation in discussion. Moving into
the winter term, he needs to be more
vocal at meetings.

Melody Parton
One of Parton’s platform points was
to give a voice to students, however
she does not contribute to board discussion. She makes an effort to engage with students outside of board
meetings, but does not demonstrate
knowledge of governance and thus

Salman Rana
Rana’s contribution to the board this
year is hard to evaluate as he has
only been to four out of 10 meetings.
At the meetings he has attended, his
contributions to discussions are infrequent and are often unsubstantial.
Moving into the winter term, Rana

Jonathan Ricci
Ricci was chair of the board vision
committee, demonstrating potential
for greater leadership as a director.
He has also been very active on social media, therefore demonstrating
a desire and commitment to being

Warren Trottier
Trottier has improved considerably
since the beginning of his term as
a director. He has become more
engaged in discussions and has
brought forward new ideas for the
board to consider. He has been part
of three different committees, one
of which he was integral in strik-
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Winter maintenance overspent
Cambridge, Kitchener and Waterloo overspent by a combined $1.25 million in 2014 budget

joshua awolade/graphics editor

marissa evans
senior news editor

The tri-cities are feeling the economic weight of the heavy snowfall
southern Ontario received last
winter.
As of Nov. 17, Waterloo, Kitchener
and Cambridge had overspent their
winter maintenance budgets for 2014
by a combined $1.25 million.
Representatives of the City of
Kitchener and City of Waterloo
explained the difficulty of budgeting
for a service that is dependent on
mother nature.
“Last winter was one of the heaviest snow accumulations, coldest
temperatures and number of snow
event scenarios that we’ve seen in
the recent past,” said Scott Berry,
manager of maintenance operations
in the infrastructure services department at the City of Kitchener.
Kitchener’s budget for winter
maintenance in 2014 was $5.3 mil-

lion. So far, they have a projected
over-expenditure of $900,000. The
City of Waterloo’s winter maintenance budget for 2014 was $1.68
million. By mid-November, their
over-expenditure was $135,000.
Both Berry and Roslyn Lusk,
director of transportation services at
the City of Waterloo, attributed the
overspending to the harsh winter the
cities were hit with from 2013 and
into 2014.
Lusk explained that Waterloo experienced 25 days below -25⁰C. The
average for most winters is six days
below those temperatures. Additionally, the City of Waterloo received
two metres of snow between Nov. 20,
2013 and Mar. 31, 2014.
The City of Kitchener sets its
winter maintenance budget based
on the previous year’s budget plus an
increase approved by council, which
Berry said is usually between one
and two per cent.
“While we have a budget and that

budget should be substantial in most
years, last year showed that given
greater than average winter events
to respond to that our budget will be
over accordingly,” said Berry.
Most of their over-expenditure
was due to snow loading, which was
a direct result of the volume of snow
the city received.
The city has to comply with
legislative minimum maintenance
standards from the province for how
much of the road must be clear of
snow. With more snow, the more
difficult — and necessary — this task
becomes.
Berry explained that the City of
Kitchener doesn’t have a specific
reserve for winter that would be
dipped into for instances like this. Instead, the money will probably come
from the tax stabilization reserve.
The final decision will be made at the
end of the year by council.
Kitchener’s budget for 2015 is $5.5
million, which is a normal increase.

“Honestly, we don’t expect that
kind of — there’s no use funding
those activities at that level because
you don’t expect to have to operate
on those kinds of weather on a year
after year basis,” said Berry.
Berry continued that there are no
changes that need to be made for
next year.
An increase of snow just means
more ploughing, more de-icing
which results in more overtime,
more materials and more fuel.
“All those things are happening in
a very busy year and that’s just why
we’re here, that’s our job,” said Berry.
Lusk explained that Waterloo’s
budget is based on a five-year average.
“When you do a five-year average,
we’re accounting for the years where
we underspend and accounting for
the years where we overspend and
you try to find somewhere in the
middle,” Lusk said.
The years where they underspend,

the money goes into a reserve. This
is where the $135,000 will come from
this year.
“We have about $300,000 in our
reserve, so we should be fine. We still
have six weeks until the end of the
year, but right now we look okay.”
For the future, she continued, they
will have to hope for a few milder
winters so the reserve can be replenished again.
The budget for 2015 has yet to
be decided; Lusk said it will be approved by council in February. This
budget will average out the past five
years including 2014, but they are
also putting in an additional request
to assist with winter control costs
moving forward.
“We’re ready to go,” said Lusk,
referring to the event that more snow
arrives before the end of the budget
year.
“We’re covered, we have our
reserve. We’re not in great shape, but
we’re in okay shape.”

city hall

New mayor
inaugurated
Jaworsky sworn into office Dec. 1
daina goldfinger
lead reporter

Dec. 1 marked the first day in office
for the newly elected mayor of Waterloo, Dave Jaworsky.
His inauguration took place on
the evening of Dec. 1, along with the
members of council.
The next morning, Jaworsky said
he was ready to roll up his sleeves
and get his hands dirty. He wore his
tie from INSEAD, a graduate business school, to commemorate the
plans he has for the city regarding
economic development and business planning.
“I bring business skills to the
mayor’s office and I am ready to put
those to good use,” he said.
Jaworsky graduated from the University of Waterloo 26 years ago and
since has remained a resident of the
city of Waterloo where he developed
a life and family.
Upon graduating UW, Jaworsky
worked at IBM and later transferred
to Research in Motion — previously called Blackberry — where he
worked for 12.5 years as the senior
director for the global corporate
social responsibility team.
He believes this provided him with

the opportunity to work as a leader
for a global team that focused on
community relations, philanthropy,
the environment, accessibility,
university relations and government
relations.
Jaworsky expressed his excitement to now help Waterloo remain
prosperous and vibrant.
He plans to work with the council
team, the city staff and the citizens in
order to ensure the city is fulfilling its
goal of being the best it can be.
“I am really excited to work with
all of those so we can come to a common vision and figure out how we
are going to grow to be the best small
city there is,” said Jaworsky
Jaworsky explained his core plan
while in office involves economic
development.
He hopes to foster a flourishing
economy through job creation and
by attracting companies to expand
and remain in the city.
“It is key for everybody to get their
first start, their first job in our city,”
Jaworsky explained.
With three post-secondary institutions in the city — Wilfrid Laurier
University, UW and Conestoga College — there is a large population of
graduates each year.

heather davidson/photo editor

Jaworsky took the reigns as mayor of Waterloo from Brenda Halloran, who held the position for eight years.

In order to ensure these graduates remain in the city and the city
becomes prosperous, there is a need
for job creation.
“We need to make sure there are
jobs here so they stay here and make
their family life here,” said Jaworsky.
In order to accomplish this, Jaworsky plans to work with the Chamber
of Commerce and Communitech. He
also noted that there are a number
of entrepreneurship organizations at
Laurier and UW.
“We need to make sure the city is
in tune with what the small business
needs, what high tech needs and
what the startup community needs,
so we can ensure that those

“We really need to make
sure our universities are
not cities within a city... “

-Dave Jaworsky, mayor of Waterloo

businesses stay here once they are
successful,” said Jaworsky.
Jaworsky also said the city is planning to change the urban design.
This includes improvements within
Waterloo Park as well as more programming within Uptown Square.
He also wants to focus on helping
integrate students into the city, as
opposed to solely remaining in the
student neighbourhoods around the
universities and college.
“We really need to make sure our
universities are not cities within a
city ... getting everybody to understand each other and participate
together — that is the key,” Jaworksy
concluded.
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K-W in brief
Officials cautious of
Uber in Waterloo
Due to multiple sexual assault
charges against local taxicab
drivers, officials in the Region
of Waterloo are wary of bringing
carshare Uber to the area.
Six cab drivers have been
charged with sexual assault in
the past year, and multiple others
have received other infractions.
There have been requests that
Uber, which is an app that lets
people use their vehicles as a
sort of taxi that people can pay
for with their phones, be brought
to the area, however licensing
officials are concerned about the
regulations and possible dangers
drivers pose.

Homicide rate
increases in
Waterloo Region
According to Statistics Canada,
the homicide rate in Waterloo
Region is higher than the national average.
The region accounted for eight
homocides last year, up from four
in 2012.
In the region, the homicide
rate accounted for 1.5 victims for
every 100,000 people. Last year
in Canada as a whole, the rate fell
to 1.44 victims per 100,000.
Toronto’s rate was at 1.34 per
100,000 people last year, below
the national average.
However, people in the region
shouldn’t be too concerned, as
many metropolitan areas have
rates higher than the national
average. Overall last year, the national rate was at its lowest since
the 1960s.

Toys for tickets
Cambridge is offering a holiday
season deal for drivers who
receive parking tickets over the
next two weeks.
Rather than paying the ticket,
people have the opportunity to
donate a toy instead.
For its sixth year the city will
donate all toys collected to the
Cambridge firefighters Christmas
basket fund. Last year over 100
toys were donated.
The toy must be at least of
equal value to the ticket and the
receipt must be shown when
donated.
As of yet, no such program
has taken place in Kitchener or
Waterloo.

Church frustrated
with development
The congregation at St. Sophia
Ukrainian Orthodox Church on
King Street have been frustrated
by the ongoing demolition behind their church.
The church and condo developers UID Development Inc.,
who is building a development
directly behind the church, have
been in negotiations but nothing
has been resolved.
The developer needs permission from the church to move
forward with aspects of construction, including operating a crane
in the cramped space surrounding the church.
The church has been fighting
the development since it was
presented to council and largely
feels as if their voices are not being heard.
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controversy

Cosby still playing Kitchener
Amid sexual assault allegations, Bill Cosby will play Centre In The Square
connor ward
lead reporter

In the last few weeks, several women
have accused famed comedian
Bill Cosby of past sexual assault
and rape. The allegations are dated
throughout Cosby’s long career,
from his beginnings as a standup
comedian to his time as a sitcom
father figure.
These allegations of sexual assault
have greatly affected Cosby, who is
currently on a standup comedy tour,
and have caused many venues to
cancel his shows, most notably on
Nevada’s Las Vegas strip. However,
Cosby’s upcoming Jan. 7 show at
Kitchener’s Centre In The Square has
not been cancelled and will be running as scheduled.
The Centre, which declined to
comment, released a statement saying, “The Centre takes very seriously
the concerns raised by patrons and
the local community.” The Centre
further mentioned that the show is
a rental show, which makes them
“contractually obligated to move
forward with the show unless it is
cancelled by the external promoter.”
Many in the Kitchener-Waterloo
community have expressed mixed
feelings over whether or not they
would go see Cosby. Some feel that
Cosby is still an entertaining figure,
and that allegations should not take
away from his art. Others feel that, although he may be entertaining, they

contributed image

Bill Cosby will still come to Kitchener despite backlash from residents.

would not feel right to go to his show.
“If I had tickets, because of the
money I paid I would probably still
go, but I wouldn’t be pleased with
what Cosby was doing,” said Daniel
Lee, a second-year student at Wilfrid
Laurier University.
“I wouldn’t enjoy the show as
much as I could, if this whole thing
wasn’t going on.”
Some residents of K-W have been

advocating for other events on Jan.
7 that could serve as an alternative
to Cosby’s show. One such event
is called Voices Carry, a fundraiser
with a focus on supporting victims of
sexual assault, largely organized and
advocated by local radio host Mike
Farwell of Country 1067.
“We may not know the women
who’ve accused Cosby, but we know
women here in Waterloo Region

who’ve been harassed, abused, and
assaulted, and we can stand with
them,” said Melanie Baker, one of the
organizers of Voices Carry.
The Centre’s main issue with the
public outcry to cancel the upcoming Cosby show is that of financial
need. In the aforementioned statement, the Centre declared “this
show was contracted over a year ago
with tickets on sale for a number
of months. While we may personally share concerns raised by the
community, if The Centre forces a
cancellation of this rental show it
isn’t simply a situation of giving back
the rent.”
The statement went on to further
mention that if they broke the existing contract with Cosby, they would
need to pay him his guaranteed performance fee and pay his promoter
damages due to box office losses.
“Mike Farwell publicized what he
and a lot of people were thinking last
week, both encouraging the Cosby
gig’s cancellation but, as importantly, also wanting to use this as a
positive opportunity,” Baker said.
“If the show at the Centre In The
Square had been cancelled, we
would have proposed putting on a
show there and splitting proceeds
with them and [Women’s Crisis
Services of Waterloo Region] and
[Sexual Assault Support Centre of
Waterloo Region]. It wouldn’t have
covered their losses by any means,
but would be a show of support.”

awareness

UW fraternity ‘breaks the silence’
on sexual assualt, rape culture
Sigma Chi makes a video to change culture surrounding male organizations
kate turner
editor-in-chief

The Sigma Chi fraternity at the University of Waterloo recently released
a video outlining their desire to
break the silence surrounding sexual
assault and rape culture within fraternities.
The video, entitled “Break the
Silence PSA” features members of the
fraternity discussing the prevalence
of rape culture and sexual assault
in not only our society, but also the
community. They continue to say
that in order to change the discussion surrounding these issues, they
must “change themselves.”
Third-year UW student and
member of Sigma Chi Artem Litchmanov said the video has been in the
works for some time, as they began
discussions on this initiative in the
summer.
“We basically started discussing
this in our chapter more actively [in
the summer],” he said, adding that
after seeing a similar video released
by the United States government
they decided to make their own.
“That kind of sparked the idea to
start our own campaign in our community to speak out about this issue
and to start the conversation within
our chapter and hopefully within
Sigma Chi internationally in America
and Canada.”
Litchmanov continued to say
there have been studies that show
sexual assault and rape culture are
prevalent in fraternities, which is
why they believe the culture needs to
be changed.
“It’s really not a secret or anything
that this stuff does happen on colleges and at college parties a lot. Sexual

jessica dik/staff photographer

The University of Waterloo Sigma Chi chapter is looking to open discussion surrounding rape culture in fraternities.

harassment happens, not necessarily
to the extent of rape, but even to the
extent of sexual harassment in the
way males treat women at parties,”
he said. “So the goal of this is to shift
our culture in our fraternity — that
would mean changing the way we
talk, about the jokes we make as
well as about the actions we take at
parties and holding every brother
accountable for these actions.”
This, he explained, will encourage other organizations, especially
male-oriented ones, to change their
culture as well.
The video was just the first step
in their campaign to start discussions surrounding sexual assault and

rape culture. Litchmanov said the
fraternity hopes to branch out these
discussions to other universities and
organizations to make change locally
before hoping to make change on a
broader scale.
“It’s not a problem only one
gender has to face,” he said. “It is
really unfortunate and as a male
organization we want other male
organizations to realize it is not a
female issue.”
“It is on us to work as a group to
stop this. It’s not a gender issue, it’s a
society issue and we are as equal part
of society as women are and it is our
responsibility to stop these issues
from happening as well.”

“It’s really not a secret or
anything that this stuff
does happen on colleges
and at college parties a
lot.”
-Artem Litchmanov, member of UW’s
Sigma Chi fraternity
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Adults most likely to
drive distracted

UW student killed after
struck by lightning

Baby pyjamas spark
social media outcry

Jaworsky takes the vote
in Waterloo

Students take legal
action against Schembri
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Daina Goldfinger
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Connor Ward
Originally published Oct. 29

Connor Ward
Originally published Nov. 19

Across the province, the top demographic for perpetrators of distracted
driving are teenagers, however in the
Region of Waterloo, adults are the
top demographic.
Between 2010 and 2013, one third
of the region’s distracted driving
charges were against 25- to 34-yearolds.
“Distracted driving involves
anything that is cognitive or physical
that takes away from the task of driving,” said Teresa Di Felice, director
of government and community relations at the Canadian Automobile
Association.
“Even having a kid in the back
seat who is crying and screaming,
though you’re not acting on it, is still
a distraction.”
In the region alone, police issued
around 7,600 tickets from when the
legislation came into action in February 2010, up until the end of 2013.
Nearly one third of these tickets were
issued in 2013, showing a 22 per cent
increase from the previous year.

A female student at the University
of Waterloo was struck and killed by
lightning on Sept. 5 while walking on
campus.
The Waterloo Regional Police
Service revealed the female was a
first-year nanotechnology engineering student from Markham and had
not yet started classes, which began
Sept. 8.
The chance of being killed by
lightning is very low in Canada, with
the national average floating near
nine or 10 per year.
Many students met this incident
with disbelief.
The incident also made many
aware of the dangers surrounding
severe thunderstorms, causing students all around the region to stay off
the streets and seek shelter indoors.
“For some people, I think it made
them more uncomfortable about
being at school. Some stayed in their
dorms the whole day that day,” said
Wilfrid Low, a first-year student at
UW.

Superman baby pyjamas from Target
elicited a social media outcry that
has gone viral.
Protestors are arguing the pyjamas
are sexist because they reinforce
traditional gender roles in young
children. The female jumper is pink,
branded with the Superman logo
and the words “I only date heroes.”
Conversely, the male’s is grey,
labeled with the Superman logo and
the phrase “future man of steel.”
Christine Logel, an assistant
social development professor at
the University of Waterloo, was out
shopping for her two children when
she saw them.
“When I saw those baby PJs —
made for three-month-olds — out of
the corner of my eye, my heart sank,”
she said.
Initially, Logel posted the picture
on Facebook where it got some
response, however when the photo
was shared on her friend’s Twitter
account it went viral and elicited
worldwide responses.

On Oct. 27, Waterloo residents had
the opportunity to vote in a new
mayor after Brendan Halloran did
not seek reelection. Taking roughly
55 per cent of the vote was Dave Jaworsky, receiving over 14,000 votes.
“It’s just been an awesome ride,”
said Jaworsky on election night. “And
to see results like that, it’s an incredible feeling.”
Jaworsky, a graduate of the University of Waterloo himself, argued
the necessity of a tighter relationship
between city hall and the students’
unions of the two universities as a
way to foster student interest.
“I think really what we need to do
as mayor is focus on working with
the student unions and federations
directly, to make sure we are in tune
with the needs of the students,” he
said.
“I think that’s what will impress
the students, is showing that we’re
involved.”
Jaworksy took the reins as mayor
from Halloran on Dec. 1.

Students who were unable to move
into their 1 Columbia Street apartments on Sept. 4 are taking legal
action against building developer
Schembri Property Management.
The student tenants of the building, with help from Waterloo Public
Interest Research Group, have filed a
claim with the Landlord and Tenant
Board against Schembri. The claim is
seeking nearly $100,000 for a group
of 53 students to remedy unreturned
deposits and other costs associated
with being displaced when their
building was not ready for occupancy at the beginning of September.
The claim also seeks damages for
the students having to endure additional costs related to not being able
to move into their apartments.
“We’re making the argument that
Schembri has interfered with the
tenant’s right to exercise their rights
under the residential tenancies act,
which is technically considered
a form of harassment,” said Alex
Diceanu of WPIRG.
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Food

Burrito battle on King
Bethany Bowles
Staff Writer

The only word I can think of to
describe a burrito is perfection. Just
thinking about burritos right now
has me feeling warm and fuzzy, like
wrapping yourself up in a heated
blanket after coming inside from a
snowstorm.
We at Wilfrid Laurier University
are blessed to have two outstanding
burrito joints just across the street
from campus.
Burrito Boyz made its mark in the
Laurier community by building itself
a good reputation and Fat Bastard
has only been open since the summer.
Since these two are literally across
the street from each other, when
those insatiable burrito cravings kick
in, deciding which to give your business to can be seemingly the most
difficult decision you may ever have
to make in your life.

Burrito Boyz

The Choice: Burrito Boyz offers eight
different options: three vegetarian,
three fish, and two basic meats,
chicken and steak. Don’t be fooled
— the steak is really just ground beef.
They offer both white and whole
wheat tortillas, but also have gluten
free options and naked burritos.
Altogether, Burrito Boyz caters to
most people, regardless of dietary
restrictions.
The Size: small and large. I usually
go with the small and find myself
feeling pretty full afterwards. The dif-

ference between the two is 4oz.
The Price: the cheapest burrito is
the small bean and cheese at $4.87
and the most expensive is the large
halibut at $10.18. Prices increase
roughly $1.10 from small to large, so
upgrading to the large size is fairly
cheap.
My only complaint is they charge
for toppings like extra guacamole,
burrito sauce, salsa and cheese. This
is annoying because you never really
know how much salsa they’ll put on
it and if it’s not enough, you can’t ask
for more without forking up almost
a dollar.
The Toppings: here you find
typical Mexican toppings like beans,
rice, cilantro and guacamole. There’s
nothing really intimidating about the
toppings selection. However, you’d
be crazy to miss out on their burrito
sauce; to me, this is their best topping. Also be warned, their hot sauce
will kick you in the face if you get too
much.
The Hours: Burrito Boyz is open
until 11 p.m. every night with the exception of Friday and Saturday when
they close at 4 a.m — completely
insane, yet absolutely necessary. Let
us all take a moment of silence to appreciate those Burrito Boyz employees who take our order at ridiculous
times as we walk home from Phil’s
on a Friday night.

Fat Bastard

The Choice: Fat Bastard wins at selection. They have 15 different kinds
of burritos and divide their menu
into two sections: classics and specialties. The classics menu looks a lot
like Burrito Boyz with three classic
vegetarian options and four classic
meats like chicken, beef and pork.
The specialties menu gets a little
more creative. With options like

butter chicken and sweet chili Thai
chicken, there’s bound to be something for everyone. They also offer
gluten-free tortillas. My recommendation is the pulled pork — it’s out of
this world fantastic.
The Size: Fat Bastard has three
sizes: lil’, big and huge. The lil’ and
big are comparable to Burrito Boyz
small and large, but I have yet to
experience the huge size.
I’ve heard rumors of it putting
people into intense food comas after
consumption.
The Price: Fat Bastard’s is more
expensive than Burrito Boyz. The
classics menu has the lil’ at $6.99,
big at $7.99 and huge at $10.49. The
specialties menu is the same but a
dollar more for each size. They only
charge for extra meat, guacamole
and cheese, which is a little more
reasonable than Burrito Boyz.
The Toppings: Fat Bastard has all
the same toppings as Burrito Boyz
with a few additions. Their list is a
little more intimidating for the inexperienced burrito eater, just because
it’s a little more creative and less
authentic Mexican.
For me, I was sold on the noodles
— yes, they put fried noodles in the
burrito. They also have coleslaw as
an option, which might seem strange
but is delicious.
You’re probably waiting for me
to tell you which one is better, but I
can’t do that.
Burritos must not be put against
each other in competition, for that
would be disrespectful of the individual beauty of each and every burrito
on the planet.
Arguing that one burrito is better
than the other is like arguing which
is more beautiful: a sunrise or a
sunset. Why can’t we just enjoy both
and call it a day?

Heather Davidson/Photo Editor

Every burrito is different, from what filling and toppings are used and size.

Film

Looking at the
review process
Victoria Berndt
Staff Writer

Within the art of reviewing films,
there are two categories: retrospective and immediate. Immediate reviews are the most common. Many of
us use immediate reviews a guideline
for if we want to see something in
theatres or not. They are to the point
and clearly written. They summarize,
rank and suggest.
As nice as immediate reviews
may be, they don’t compare to the
amount of thought and careful
attention to detail that a retrospective review might allow. Immediate
reviews have quickly turned into a
competition between critics to see
who is more attentive, more capable
and more nitpicky.
With retrospective reviews, the
critic is able to pull more out of a
film. The only catch is that it takes
time to do such a review, requiring
multiple viewings and many hours of
thinking. The world just doesn’t have
time for this kind of critique, nor
does it find itself to have a need for it.
For many films I’ve seen, I have

needed a year to think about them.
By the time I am ready share to my
findings with the world, the world
has moved on. This makes it hard for
those who spend time analyzing a
film to contribute something new.
The treatment of reviews can
cause a divide between critics and
the audience. Critics can have a lot of
fun digging deep into a film and pulling all sorts of themes and imagery
out, but what needs to be done is to
get the audience to care. The audience likely doesn’t enjoy discovering
things within the film as the critics
would. This is where the clash between immediate and retrospective
kicks in.
Only those who care enough
about the details of a film will bother
with an in depth review — which is a
small amount of people. The rest will
most likely just want to see what the
professionals think and mold their
opinion around that once they see
the movie.
While retrospective reviewing may
seem rewarding, it is only slightly so.
As of now, the world does not yet
seem ready to wait for structured
opinions. Right now, it seems to
prefer first impressions. While that is
perfectly okay, we need to think on
whether or not immediate reviews
are enough and how we can encourage deeper thinking about a film.
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Knowing how
to drink wine
Cara Peticca
Staff Writer

COntributed Image

Following the imprisonment of Mazair Bahari in 2009, Jon Stewart said the film was way of making atonement.

Evolution of journalism
Rosewater unpacks questions about media responsibility

Chris Donald
Staff Writer

Words are such a simple yet complex
thing. On the surface they’re nothing
but symbols, but they still possess
the power to usurp presidencies
and spark revolutions. This is the
primary fear of the Iranian interrogators in Jon Stewart’s Rosewater.
Their country has suffered so much
turbulence in the past that they feel
required to put anyone who has even
the slightest bit of potential to cause
even more in prison.
We have the ability to safely talk
about this kind of thing in public,
but it calls to mind how many people
around the world spread word of political dissatisfaction and spend their
whole lives living in fear because of
it.
Who is responsible for standing up
for these people when they are treated unfairly like Newsweek reporter
Maziar Bahari was? When journalists try to enforce a national right to
media but are treated with suspicion
and distrust by the same government that instated those rights, how
can they possibly fight back without
negative repercussions?
Director Jon Stewart feels par-

tially responsible for the events of
Rosewater, using the film as a sort of
atonement. In 2009, Maziar Bahari
was arrested under allegations of
being an American spy because of
an interview he shot for The Daily
Show where he and the interviewer
facetiously claim to be spies. He
then spent four months in solitary
confinement with frequent instances
of torture inflicted on him, both
physical and psychological.
Bahari had the benefit of worldwide attention because of advocacy
through the media, but the random
faces in the crowd who are suffering
the same fate are not so fortunate.
In the film, Bahari talks to a few
men who have become advocates
for change in Iran because of the
Western television they have seen
through illegal satellite dishes and
near the end of the film it is shown
that they are now stuck in prison as
well.
These informants — who helped
shed light on the public perceptions in Iran — are being persecuted
because of it and nobody is coming
to help them.
The world is changing and so is
journalism. Nowadays the most
anonymous person in the crowd has
just as much of a chance of capturing
something astonishing as the most
esteemed photographer.
Think about how the Ferguson
incident has caused so much uproar
over the police situation in the

Rosewater seemed
genuinely concerned with
this dilemma, as well as its
subject.

United States.
Even though townspeople were
getting in front of the camera and
explaining their dissatisfaction with
the system, it did not prevent the police from rashly tear-gassing them in
populated residential areas. Does the
media owe these peoples personal
protection when they are so vital to
the process of capturing the story, or
is it assumed that these people know
the risks and take them for the sake
of spreading the truth?
Rosewater seems genuinely
concerned with this dilemma, as
well as its subjects. While Bahari’s
informants are stuck in prison they
are not forgotten by him. He wants
to give them the help they need, but
change does not come immediately.
These kinds of informants are becoming more integral to journalism
and this film hopes that we get to a
point where they are treated as such
by those who benefit from them.

When the semester comes to an end
and our bank accounts sit somewhere between $20 and negative
overdraft allowances, is wine a viable
drinking option?
For those of us approaching
wine drinking for the first time, the
process is daunting: bottles, brands,
years, aromas and unpronounceable
variety titles. It can be discouraging
to have the Wine Rack employee
watching you try samples as you do
your best to conceal a face of distaste
or to have staff at the local LCBO
observe you pace aisles pretending
to understand.
People are serious about their
wine. The etiquette of wine tasting
seems to be reserved for affluent
individuals with suede furniture and
elegant demeanours, but it doesn’t
have to be. Learning about wine is
actually quite straightforward and
understanding wine etiquette takes
practice — drinking in the name of
research.
Before indulging in drunken fieldwork, there is basic knowledge that
will simply the journey to becoming
a novice wine-drinker.
First, we will skim over which
glassware should be used to hold
the wine. Note there are six different variations of wine glasses and
though they take different shapes,
five of these sizes are meant to hold
approximately six ounces of wine.
It should also be noted that the
lighter the wine is in colour, the colder it should be kept. Red wine should
not be kept at room temperature.
Instead, it should be stored at cellar
temperature or in a dark, slightly
cool place for the average student
without a wine cellar at hand.
Wines have a shelf life varying
from two days to about a week. Just
as you wouldn’t crack a beer and
expect it to keep for four days, wine
is no exception. If you open it, try to
consume it. Sharing is caring when

opening wine but a bring your own
invitation is something I’m sure we
can all get behind.
Second, wine might be a cheap
and semi-fancy way to become intoxicated but pairing wine with food
brings cooking to a whole new level.
If you are eating something salty,
it is recommended that you stick to
a sparkling wine: popcorn, salted
meats, even potato chips. Sweet
white wine can be consumed with
oily light meats like fish or chicken
as well as Thai or Indian cuisine. If
you have prepared a creamy dish,
a rich white wine will compliment
the flavours. Rosé works with spiced
dishes. Light red wine is usually
accompanied with pasta or pizza.
Variations of darker red wines taste
best when consumed with red meat.
The last, most important lesson
in understanding wine etiquette is
learning how to decode a wine label.
You’ll be a wine connoisseur in no
time if you remember these few
steps.
What draws your eye to the wine
bottle is how the presentation of the
producer’s logo and brand name is
advertised. Some producers are well
known, some are local and some are
expensive.
Past that, the region the wine
came from should be immediately
evident; different areas make separate types of wine. Also, the variety
of the wine — whether pinot noir or
Shiraz will be apparent as well.
You can now confidently walk into
a wine franchise and direct yourself
to colour, refine your search to brand
if you are more comfortable paying
less or buying from a specific region,
then select your preferred variety. It
is that simple.
To make it even easier, I have a few
recommendations. For red, Italian
wine-makers Barone Montalto have
created a dry, fruity and full-flavoured wine: Montalto Nero d’Avola
Cabernet Sauvignon. It is incredibly
inexpensive at approximately $9
and is a brilliant starting point when
exploring red wines.
The best way to approach wine is
by trial and error — once you know
what to look for, selecting different
brands and varieties can become a
sort of pastime.

Profile

Painting the ‘nite’ away
Bryan Stephens
Arts & Life Editor

Painting can be an intimidating task
for some. Often requiring years of
experience and proficiency in how to
handle equipment and techniques,
it can be daunting and frustrating.
Paint Nite is looking to change that.
Originally started in Boston by
co-founders Sean McGrail and Dan
Herman, the idea came to them after
meeting at a bar trivia night and
thought about the idea of a sociallyinspired painting session. Currently
in Canadian cities like Toronto, Montreal and Quebec City, Paint Nite is
expanding to Waterloo.
Erin Bunting, a recent Wilfrid Laurier University graduate is the events
manager and creativity coordinator
for Paint Nite.
After moving out to Vancouver following graduation, she looked into a
Paint Nite event to meet new people
in the area.
“I went to one to meet new people,
found out they were hiring and
loved it so much I wanted to apply. I
worked there for about four months

and then moved back [to Ontario]
and now I’m bringing it to KitchenerWaterloo”.
Bunting believes her experience
living in the region can help expand
the Waterloo chapter of Paint Nite.
“I lived here when I was in university, so I honestly just thought
of venues I remember going to, like
Symposium. I knew they had an
event room in the back, so I went to
them.”
Bunting recalls loving Wilf’s trivia
nights because it was a “great way
to be out at a bar while also doing
something more.”
“Paint Nite is similar [to Wilf’s],
so I figured it would be something
that not only residents of K-W would
enjoy, but especially students. It feels
great to bring that opportunity to my
university town.”
Bunting also pointed one of the
things that attracted her to Paint Nite
in Vancouver was her instructor.
She credits the enthusiasm and
social aspect of the event she went
to drawing her into getting more
involved.
With groups sizes of around 30

“I went to one to meet new
people, found out they
were hiring and loved it so
much I wanted to apply.”

-Erin Bunting, events manager and
creativity coordinator at Paint Nite

people each event, Paint Nite strives
to create a space in which people can
create art in a social setting and not
feel judged about it. Bunting said this
comes from the confidence people
get when going out to a Paint Nite
event.
“I think some think of taking an art
class, for example, and they are getting judged on it. Paint Nite is a way
that no one judges you. I’m individually helping each person, trying to
get them happy about their painting.”
“The goal is to make everyone
happy. If they are smiling at the
end [of the night], I’d say it’s a good
thing.” said Bunting.

Heather Davidson/photo Editor

After attending a Paint Nite in Vancouver, Bunting hoped to bring it to K-W.
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THE BEST...

Towards the end of a calendar year, publications start to prepare for the almost ceremonial tradition of establishing the 'best of” list for the 12-month period. Rather than produce a year-end list that follows the suit of those
other publications, we decided to focus on solely the work we found to best the best in it’s own right.

ALBUMS OF
2014
Schoolboy Q — Oxymoron

Bob Mould — Beauty &
Ruin
Since forming the seminal hardcore
band Hüsker Du back in 1979, Bob
Mould has since left one of the most
memorable marks on alternative
music. With the release of his 11th
solo release, Mould has released a
half-hour collection of some of the
most personal songs. Following the
passing of his estranged father in
2013, the album’s title speaks to the
emotional weight Mould wrestled
with in recording the feelings he
struggled with. By taking the tension
of elegance and discomfort, Beauty &
Ruin shows the upheaval Mould was
dealing with in strongly executed
musicianship and honest lyrics.
— Bryan Stephens

2014 has been labeled as “the worst
commercial year for urban music,”
which is a little dramatic but not totally untrue. Barely any rappers have
gone platinum or moved any singles,
but Los Angeles rapper Schoolboy
Q stands out as a beacon of success.
Q’s late February release Oxymoron

Sun Kil Moon — Benji
After years of struggling to regain
momentum, Mark Kozelek has
returned as Sun Kil Moon with his
sixth release Benji. Despite its sparse
and minimalist production, Sun
Kil Moon manages to create and
maintain a heavy energy throughout
the record, supported by themes of
death, misfortune and dissatisfaction
in life. The result is simply beautiful,
as Kozelek brings you on a journey
through his own melancholy. Benji
is a fully realized body of work; it’s

TV SHOWS OF
2014
The Walking Dead
Critics say what you will, but The
Walking Dead continues to be the
best show on television right now.
Sticking closely to the comics but
still leaving room for surprise, the
show has only gotten more complex
with time. I do miss zombie action
from time to time, but the focus
on the characters and the state of
humankind since the outbreak are
what intrigue me the most about
the show. The characters have really
changed since the beginning of the

show and it always leaves me thinking about what I would do and who I
would become if I were in the same
situation.
— Kate Turner

Chicago PD
The first thing you think when you
see the name is, “Yeah, another cop
show, whatever.” However, the spin
off of Chicago Fire brought a new
meaning to the good guys in a city.
Chicago PD follows the Intelligence
Unit, which deals with major crimes
in the city of Chicago and aren’t
afraid to bend the rules to do it. The

show gives a new perspective to
the notorious good-guy-bad-guy
binary. And while only in its second
season, it has proved its strong cast
and extraordinary content has kept
viewership interested and engaged
in the lives of characters and events
of the big city.
— Shelby Blackley

received critical and commercial
success for good reason. Lead
single “Man of the Year” has been a
relevant club anthem and turn—up
track since its release the deeper
album cuts like “Break The Bank”
has great replay value.
— Scott Glaysher
meant to be played from start to
finish.
It feels as though every song plays
a special part in Kozelek’s fragmented mind, as he recalls childhood memories of guilt on “Dogs”
and the death of a family member on
“Carissa.” The hypnotic and rolling
acoustic guitar is often contrasted
by brief, but beautifully unexpected
supporting instrumentation. The
stark contrast only serves to amplify
these moments; a notable example is
the saxophone on “Ben’s My Friend.”
— Zach Guitor

Piggybacking off the prequel released in 2011, this flick sneaks into
the silver screen’s number one spot.
Among all the great movies, there
was none like Dawn of the Planet of
the Apes that combined breathtaking
CGI effects with a captivating and
layered storyline. At some points, the
movie seems so real that you can’t
help but get the chills, especially at
the fact that our world could easily
be overtaken by a colony of genius
apes.
— Scott Glaysher

Things,” for example — showing a
two-dimensional Howard and more
adventurous. Howard’s new album
has the same melody his fans have
grown to love while not giving in
the mainstream assumption of folk
music — he’s still playing with longer
songs, such as “End of the Affair.”
This is an album that grows on you
with every listen and somehow captures your heart with such astounding tranquility.
— Shelby Blackley

Ed Sheeran — X
Many of Ed Sheeran’s fans breathed
a sigh of relief when they heard his
latest album X. The British singersongwriter (with his notable hip-hop
inspired flair) had dodged the soph-

omore slump with a record that was
every bit as sentimental, versatile
and creative as his debut +. To top it
all off the record didn’t fall prey to
the gimmicky production, misplaced
features or self-indulgent lyrics that
one could legitimately expect from a
young artist with a near meteoric rise
to fame.
Look out for the rap-meetsacoustic guitar swagger of “Don’t”
and the soulful balladry of “Thinking
Out Loud” to get a good taste of the
album’s range. The collective sigh
of relief from the music community
when it dropped in the summer of
2014 is enough to make X a solid
contender for album of the year.
— Rafey Sattar

Suits

Making the list for the #1 TV shows
is a rom-com currently airing in its
third-season, The Mindy Project.
What makes The Mindy Project so
amazing and fresh is the fact that
the show revolves around topics we
can all relate to but have been too
embarrassed to talk about. It turns
sex tapes, disaster dates, eating a
whole pie by yourself and wishing
you were rich into comedic genius.
Bonus points because the lead actress Mindy Kaling is also the creator,
producer and head writer of the
show. The Mindy Project is organic,
current and witty and with a team of
eight female writers, it’s a show that
makes feminism funny in a not-soin-your-face way. For all you megaMindy fans out there — good news,
the show has been renewed to run 21
episodes to round off season three.
— Danica Brett

There are a ton of great shows that
had a renewal season or debut
seasons this year but Suits takes the
cake. The legal drama was taken to
the next level when main character
Mike Ross switched his typical role of
fraudulent lawyer from the past three
seasons to become an investment
banker.
The best part about this half season was the use of familiar characters we already know and love contrasted with the introduction of new
characters we grow with throughout
the ten episodes.
— Scott Glaysher

Brooklyn 99
I don’t like comedies. After Friends
ended I pretty much swore off the
standard sitcom until Andy Samberg
won the golden globe for Brooklyn
99. As a fan of the Lonely Island, I
knew I had to check out this show
and it not only surpassed my wildest

The Theory of Everything

Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes

Ben Howard’s British indie-folk style
is not well known, but that’s how
he manages to still impress with an
incredible sound and very experimental technique. I Forget Where We
Were followed an extremely popular
and well-done debut album, Every
Kingdom released in 2012 and took a
different approach to the genre. The
album is darker in hue — take “Small

The Mindy Project

FILMS
OF 2014
Director James Marsh of Man on
Wire fame brought to life the biopic
chronicling the relationship of Jane
and Stephen Hawking from their
time at Cambridge University to Stephen’s diagnosis and struggles with
motor neuron disease.
Despite the relatively standard
narrative structure that is followed,
the film benefits from Marsh’s
delicate direction and is propelled
to exceptional standards by notable
performances from Eddie Redmayne
and Felicity Jones, who play Stephen
and Jane, respectively.
Redmayne’s meticulously choreographed movements are respectfully
realized while Jones’s intimacy and
emotional resonance adds authen-

Ben Howard — I Forget
Where We Were

ticity to their relationship. The Theory
of Everything stands as one of the
most sensitive and compelling films
of the year.
— Lena Yang

expectations, but it is the first thing
to make me laugh consistently since
season two of Community. It’s witty
and features multi-episode jokes
that deliver fantastic payoffs. It is an
absolute must see.
— Mynt Marsellus

The Skeleton Twins
You’ve never seen Bill Hader and
Kristen Wiig like this before. The
notoriously funny Saturday Night
Live alumni demonstrated their
acting chops in this dark comedy
surrounding estranged twin siblings
Milo and Maggie. Their on-screen
chemistry is fantastic, featuring a
couple scenes with the improvisation style SNL fans are so used to in
between serious scenes. The mix of
solemn and gut-wrenchingly funny
is what makes this film so great and
what really demonstrates Hader and
Wiig’s incredible talents.
— Kate Turner

Guardians of the Galaxy
Originally slated to be one of the
biggest summer blockbuster movies,
Guardians of the Galaxy met and
exceeded this expectation. Fusing
the original Marvel source material
with solid acting performances from
of the likes Chris Pratt, with CGI that
established the lush and highly detailed interstellar environments, the
movie was executed with cinematic
precision. The true joy of the film laid
in its ability to not take itself too seriously, while maintaining the sharp
tone in advancing plot details in a
strongly told story.
— Bryan Stephens

Nymphomaniac
Some people call it pornographic,
others call it a cynical masterpiece.
Either way it is a controversial piece
of filmmaking from bad boy auteur
Lars Von Trier and I was engrossed
for the entire four-hour running
time. While there is lots of graphic
sex in the film, none of it is sexy or

titillating. The film is at times funny
and mostly uncomfortable and
forces you to engage with our weird
cultural ideas about sex.
— Mynt Marsellus
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Crossword

ACROSS
1- Ornamental fabric
5- Burning
10- Budget rival
14- Shout
15- Feels for
16- Ailing
17- Crucifix
18- Everglades bird
19- Dagger of yore
20- Like llamas
22- Garment worn by dancers
24- Fast flier
25- I’d hate to break up ___
26- Brothers
30- Browned sliced bread
35- Bingo!
36- Hotel offering overnight accommodation
37- Bugs bugs him
38- Love affair
41- Sharon, e.g.
43- Bridge bid, briefly
44- Division of geologic time
45- Coal container
46- Bird homes
47- Waste system
50- Actor Omar
53- Nectar collector
54- Walks with long steps
58- Dated
62- More than one female sheep
63- Brother of Moses
66- Leisure
67- Start of something small?
68- Duplicate
69- Blues singer James
70- Let’s just leave ___ that
71- Gives off
72- Kind of ticket

9- First name in cosmetics
10- Mgr.’s helper
11- Indian instrument
12- Champagne bucket
13- Timetable, for short
21- Volcano output
23- Furry swimmer
25- Abby’s twin
26- Member of the nobility
27- Geneva’s river
28- Chair designer Charles
29- Vane dir.
31- Pay stub?
32- Low life?
33- Baseball commissioner Bud
34- Triple
39- Hill dweller
40- Snooped (around)
41- Wrath
42- Surgeon
44- Double curve
48- Long fish
49- Cash in
51- Freedom from war
52- Sacred song
54- Big rig
55- Tease
56- Actress Sofer
57- ___ soup yet?
59- Detest
60- “The Thin Man” dog
61- Blue hue
64- Louis XIV, e.g.
65- Thunder Bay’s prov.

NOV. 26 SOLUTION

DOWN
1- Vega’s constellation
2- Long time
3- Lump of earth
4- First-born
5- Having no mid-section
6- Cigarette
7- Discount rack abbr.
8- Staggers

IT’S NEVER
TOO EARLY
FOR A
NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
VOLUNTEER WITH THE CORD
WLUSP.COM/VOLUNTEER

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
Limit 1 per person. Offer does not
include applicable taxs. Not valid
if reproduced, sold or transfered.

$4.50/ tall can
Wednesday- all day
Friday & Saturday Before 11pm

$10 Pitchers

Thursday before 11pm

Dirty Burger Days

$2 Burgers and Wings $6.64/lb
Tuesday & Wednesday

#01

like us on
@chainsawlovers

$2 Buck Tuesdays
Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660
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Editorial

Opinion editor
Moyosore Arewa

Does technology make it easier to cheat in university?
Modern technology has in one way
or another pervaded perhaps every
aspect of modern society, regardless
of the extent of urbanization.
It has made it easier to communicate with friends and family around
the world and it has changed the way
we interact with our environment.
Today, however, we are concerned
with how or whether it has a role
to play in academic misconduct in
educational institutions.
It is commonsensical to state
that students have been cheating in
schools for as long as schools have
existed.
But, has modern technology
enhanced or hindered this process?
For instance, many universities in
Canada, are administering more
classes online, where it is very difficult to monitor students’ actions
effectively.
Universities are also opting for
online courses because, to a certain
degree, the standardized format
makes it easier to administer a

course to many students.
However, with online courses
there is very little stopping students
from seeking help from friends, nor
is there anything stopping them from
looking up answers to questions on
their phones.
Moreover, even with courses administered following the traditional
pedagogical methods, technology
makes it easier to cheat.
It has shifted from being inclined
to cheat off the student sitting near
you, to being able to surreptitiously
consult your smartphone.
In response, proctors and lecturers have become even more diligent
with ensuring that all is fair and
we’ve seen applications such as Turnitin become prevalent in academia.
Nonetheless, there are still some
grey areas with the definitions of
academic misconduct, just as there
are irresolvable aspects of human
nature that, together, make it extremely difficult to prevent academic
misconduct.

Sex offenders who happen to be famous and influential
should not be vindicated on the basis of their influence
Not long after Jian Ghomeshi was in
the news and all over social media
for several sexual assault allegations
did accusations of rape against Bill
Cosby resurface. Ghomeshi, like
Cosby, is — or was — revered in their
respective industries, although to
varying degrees.
Cosby has for the last four decades
been at the turret of the American
entertainment industry and as a
result, he has amassed for himself an
insurmountable influence.
However, with these allegations
against him, that theory might just
be wrong.
With that said, is it possible to
continue to enjoy Cosby’s art even as
it is becoming more and more likely
that he is sexual offender?
Or should his fans shun his art just
as they shun him? This isn’t easily
resolvable.
Some people are able to genuinely
separate the artist from the art, even
if, like with the case of Cosby, it turns
out that the artist might be an of-

fender. Many others refuse to do so.
This dichotomy has manifested
close to home, at the Centre In The
Square where Cosby is scheduled to
perform in January.
However, while many have voiced
their disapproval about the show, it
seems nothing can be done to stop it
from happening, as it would constitute a breach of contract.
That would certainly hurt the
concert’s organizers more than it will
hurt Cosby. Meanwhile, many tickets
for the show have been sold.
Nonetheless, what remains clear
from all this is that there has been
a change in the way we respond to
news of wrongdoings about revered
figures. We’ve gone from being
somewhat disconnected about such
accusations to being able to significantly impact the reputation of the
wrongdoer.
This, for the most part, is a positive
change because it means it has gotten harder for those in power to get
away with misbehaviour.
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‘Reclaiming my pride’
Lena yang
creative director

Feb. 26, 2001 — I am seven years old
with the selfish tendencies of a child
who thinks she is entitled to much
more than she deserves and I have
just uprooted my grandparents in my
move from China to Canada.
My grandma stayed for a while
but my grandpa left after a month.
He saw me through my first days
of school but the culture shock
was too much for him — it was a
multifaceted problem that I wouldn’t
comprehend the magnitude of until
much later.
My first few days at school were a
strange, albeit not unpleasant, blur.
I was fascinated with everyone’s big
blue eyes and curly blonde hair, their
fair skin and lilting language that I
couldn’t yet understand.
It was so foreign to me, so different
from what I was used to but it didn’t
take long for me to realize they’re not
the ones who are different — I am.
In Canada I am a person of colour
but in China I am just a person.
Colour was never something I
had to think about in China because
there were a million other little girls
in whom I saw myself reflected.
There were jokes made at my
expense because my eyes were small
and my face was flat, but I never opposed their racist comments because
over time I started believing my
Asian features were undesirable.
In China kids still teased me
— after all, no children are above
immature ridicules — but at least

I had never been bullied for being
Chinese.
My mom said, “Don’t be ashamed
of your culture,” but I wouldn’t take
her advice for many years to come
because it was difficult for sensible
advice to take hold within a strict
mental construct in which negative
judgments dominated.
When the SARS outbreak happened, my Chinese friend, who
couldn’t have been more than seven
years old at the time, was ostracized
from the playground because kids
nicknamed him “SARS” and refused
to interact with him. I didn’t feel any
sympathy, I just felt embarrassed.
I used to say, “I’m so whitewashed,” with pride because I truly
believed the only way to be accepted
was to remove myself from the “coloured” part of my heritage.
I surrounded myself with white
friends because I wanted to be one of
them and I used to sit in front of the
mirror and examine all of the physical features of my face that differed
from my peers.
I was so incredibly proud that I
could separate myself from my heritage, but for what?
It has been 13 years since I moved
to Canada — I am 21 years old and
I’m just starting to realize I shouldn’t
have to work so hard for acceptance.
It’s not my fault society established
racial boundaries for idealized
concepts of right and wrong and
I regret that it took many years of
useless conformity to finally realize
being Chinese isn’t something to be
rejected, but rather something to be
proud of.
Being aware that race is a societal
construct and not a personal failure
made the difference in the world.
Race is something that is always
at the forefront of my mind because

In Canada I am a person
of colour but in China I am
just a person.

society has conditioned me to think
that way.
I raise questions about it often and
I talk about my heritage a lot — to
the point of annoyance, perhaps, but
I owe it to myself for repressing that
part of me for so long.
Nearly ten years later I am remembering my mom’s advice to not
be ashamed my culture and I finally
understand the importance of not
rejecting the most important part of
myself. After all, the people I admire
the most — my parents and my
grandparents — are Chinese.
In China, students wear a red
neckerchief to symbolize the blood
of revolutionary martyrs. Every
morning when I readied myself for
school, I would drape it around my
shoulders and tie it with the meticulous care of a six-year-old who had
the luxury of investing time in the
frivolity of tying knots.
Today I am wearing a red toque
with “Canada” knitted in white
across my forehead. It’s just as red
as the neckerchief I used to wear —
curiously the colour has manifested
itself in another belonging of mine
that symbolizes national pride.
I am Chinese and I am reclaiming the red of my childhood. I am
reclaiming my pride.
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Risks of commercialized healthcare
Too often we hear of patients being turned away from hospitals because they lack coverage

of multinational companies, which
have succeeded quite handsomely
in marrying healthcare to business.
Does this marriage depict an indisputable partnership or is the line
skewed? This apparent partnership is
one sided and parasitic.
“Access denied!” is the statement
read to the poverty stricken and
vulnerable in the society when they
seek medical care.
First of all, the government
cutbacks on healthcare, increasing
insurance costs and employment
level fluctuations have all been
players in denying the vulnerable on

healthcare they need.
A just society should not dare
sport such a mentality. Health care
should be made available to all.
In essence, a significant number
of hospitals benefit from government
subsidized programs and medical
research paid for by taxpayers.
Don’t you think these hospitals
should think of treatment of the
needy as more of a moral obligation
than a free reeling choice?
When medical facilities turn away
their share of patients who cannot
afford care, they are placing pressure
of the few nonprofit driven facilities.

This inevitably clogs the system
and reduces efficiency. The fairness
concept is again in the red.
Why should the nonprofit public
facilities bear the entire burden
while the profit-driven ones scurry
off with bags of money? Lastly, commercializing healthcare encourages
the violation of patient integrity.
A system built on generating
profits will needlessly do so at any
cost. Doctors caress the trust of the
patients who come to see them and
are forced into ethically compromising positions; that is, they coerced
into making decisions of encouraging extravagant treatment options
instead of cheaper ones which might
be as effective, if not more.
Drugs that are profit hinged are
endorsed and the health of patients
are placed in jeopardy. Private practices want to survive, so they too are
pulled into the exploration and encouragement of options that benefit
them more than the patients.
The commercialization of the
health industry will do more bad
than good. The central purpose of
addressing the medical needs of
those in need is being shifted to
economic gain.
The vulnerable are excluded and
left to fend for themselves, while the
integrity of other patients who can
afford treatment are being compromised. A society that places greater
value on profit than on people is one
that lacks foundation.

tion and silencing in the classroom,
especially when they expressed a
different stance on racial issues such
as colonization.
In light of this, it seems that only
one side of history, philosophy and
experience are being taught to young
Canadians, further perpetuating the
protection of a pluralistic ideal of our
nation.
Therein lies the problem with
Canadian multiculturalism. Canada
emphasizes multicultural constructions, while ignoring the perpetual
silent racism alongside it.
I will not deny there are many
policy-makers and politicians who
enjoy tossing around words like
“tolerance” and “respect” for “other”
cultures, as if the dominant culture

was not at one point an immigrant
population themselves.
However tolerance is not the same
as respect.
As scholar Kim Matthews puts
it, the rhetoric of multiculturalism
hides the power relations that drive
it, while perpetuating an idea that
one group has the power to tolerate
others, and minorities must wait to
be tolerated or rejected.
Pluralism and inclusivity are
concealing the presence of discriminatory attitudes in the guise of
Canadians as tolerant. Canada must
begin to recognize the effects of this
unconscious prejudice.
Sadly, it is the fact that Canada
is regarded as welcoming and supportive to immigrants that makes it

difficult for Canadians to accept that
subtle prejudice is a serious matter.
This is not the idea of Canada that
exists in the minds of new immigrants.
Canada’s construction of a harmonious multi-ethnic society is what
Matthews calls a “form of windowdressing” that carries weight on the
global stage.
We as Canadian citizens may buy
into the idea that we are somehow
better than our southern neighbours,
but we forget that prejudice rears its
ugly head in many forms. However
one chooses to express their bigotry
doesn’t lessen its detrimental effects.
Just the same — a mosaic thrust
together in an effort to appear united
will remain different fragments.

tarique plummer
opinion columnist

A medical centre in San Bernardino,
California, recently became the
epitome of healthcare commercialization.
A patient, seriously injured with
stabs to the heart, was essentially
kicked out of the facility by a surgeon
and left in the hands of a county
hospital after his condition was
examined and declared stable. The
patient entered cardiac arrest and
died on arrival.
All too often we have heard the familiar story of patients being turned
away by hospitals because they lack
sufficient insurance coverage.
At Alameda Hospital in California,
a woman in labour was turned away
because the system showed she had
no coverage. She was able to find
another hospital, but not in time to
prevent the damage — her child was
stillborn. In Canada, things are a
little different.
Healthcare commercialization
speaks to the direct or indirect provision of medical services to only those
who can afford it. A sector once
relatively insulated from the free
hand of markets is now being driven

heather davidson/photo editor

primarily by the pursuit of profit.
Many economies are largely
dependent on this new aim. Historically, the health industry was
more charitable until now, with the
alarming proliferation of a plethora
of profit driven medical facilities at
both the local and global levels.
Many social pundits have conceded the culprit, irrespective of how
inconspicuous, is none other than
governments succumbing to international health policies.
These policies facilitate privatization of health centers, liberalization,
the evident intrusion and residence

The illusion
of pluralism
donnique williams
opinion columnist

We are a land of immigrants.
Whether you trace your ancestry
back one or 10 generations, it is easy
to forget that, besides the First Nations, Canada is made up entirely of
those who originated from somewhere else.
In spite of this, Canada has a
familiar rhetoric around multiculturalism that is both welcoming
and paradoxical. A rhetoric that
emphasizes our “mosaic” of different
cultures that make up a harmonious
multi-ethnic society.
Last year, I wrote an essay based
upon the subtle racism in Canada as
experienced by university students
and faculty.
To spare you the intricate details,
I will explicate a few remarkable observations I found in my research.
Firstly, famous scholars Frances
Henry and Carol Tator define subtle
prejudice as not necessarily purposed to exclude the other.
Frequently subtle prejudice is
expressed to be “inclusive” while
emphasizing the differences that
separate individuals from dominant
culture.
Because of this characteristic,
subtle prejudice is infinitely more
stealthy, silent and exponentially
more harmful because of its ability to
permeate culture.

Canada must begin to
recognize the effects of
this unconscious prejudice.

In an infamous study by Henry
and Tator, 89 racialized faculty were
questioned concerning their experiences with “everyday racism” or
small slights that are meant to make
one feel unwelcome. One faculty
respondent described that this subtle
prejudice was “a daily occurrence.”
However shocking, this is the
experience of faculty members at
institutions of higher learning.
It is sad that often academia
disregards the importance of faculty
wellbeing.
If they are bitter and resentful
about their treatment in academia or
in Canada that will negatively reflect
in the opinions they express to
their students. Unfortunately, even
students are part of a visible minority
taught an entirely hidden curriculum
emphasizing their difference.
According to a qualitative study
by Edith Samuel, of 40 South Asian
university students in Canada, all
had emphatically claimed they had
experienced racism at their universities.
For instance, students often emphasized experiences of minimiza-
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Analysis of Canada’s 2015 elections
Mynt marsellus
web director

Canadian politics has been in a
remarkably fluid place over the past
30 years.
It may not seem like it considering
how the Liberals and Conservatives
are still the only two parties to be in
government.
But since 1984, we’ve seen the
rise of six new political parties,
all of which have held seats in the
House of Commons: Reform, Bloc
Quebecois, Canadian Alliance,
Conservative, Green and Forces et
Democratie.
We have also seen the New
Democratic Party’s most successful
election results in its history, the meteoric fall of the traditional Liberal
Party and the realignment of the
political spectrum with the rightward
swing of the Conservative Party of
Canada.
In addition, fluxes on the provincial level have been from the disappearance of some parties — Social
Credit in British Columbia, Union
National in Quebec and Progressive
Conservative in Saskatchewan — to
the surprising dynasties of Liberal

parties in Ontario and British Columbia.
Canada is in the process of a
political realignment and it shows
given the number of political parties
that don’t know where they lie on the
political spectrum.
In the 2014 election in Ontario,
the Liberals were politically to the
left of the NDP on certain issues
and in 2012, Alberta PCs became
the centrist party with the rise of the
Wildrose.
This brings us back to the feds and
the election that will occur sometime
between May and October of next
year.
On Nov. 17 of this year there were
two by-elections held for seats in
the House of Commons: one in the
Alberta riding of Yellowfield and
one in southern Ontario riding of
Whitby-Oshawa.
Both by-elections were to replace
Conservative members of parliament
and both people elected were from
the Conservative party.
However this isn’t politics as usual
for Canada. The Liberal Party candidates in both by-elections received
a monumental increase in support
— 17 per cent in Alberta and 26 per
cent in Ontario.
Justin Trudeau has shaken things
up and the 2015 election will have a
distinctive effect on future elections
no matter who wins.
With that being said, here is the

path to 2015 and beyond for the six
parties in the House of Commons.
To the Bloc Quebecois and Forces
et Democratie: figure yourselves out
or become oblivious. Historically,
any time two parties split one voting
demographic, both sides falter because of it — the PCs and the Reform
party in the 1990s, the Liberals and
the NDP now and plenty of provincial parties as well.
You are two regional parties trying
to capture an already small demographic vote that is only continuing
to shrink.
If you two run against each other,
it is incredibly likely that neither of
you will exist this time next year.
To the Green Party: focus on British Columbia and local candidates.
You have been seeing lots of success
in British Columbia recently and can
expect that to translate into votes if
not seats at the federal level.
There is a growing green-energy
movement in Canada and you have
nowhere to go but up as long as
you stay on message and don’t get
bogged down in other controversial
issues.
To the NDP: you are in trouble
right now. Tom Mulcair is not resonating with Canadians as much as
you want and Trudeau is a force to
be reckoned with in terms of personality politics.
However you have a way out.
Swing left decisively, and come out

with more policies like your national
day care strategy that will have wide
appeal across the country with your
base.
Give your base a reason to come
out to the polls or suffer the same
fate as the Democrats did in the
United States midterm elections and
be forced to consider uniting with
the Liberals again as your electoral
desires become futile.
To the Liberal Party: don’t screw
up and don’t freak out. Trudeau
seems to have a fair amount of good
faith with Canadians and the few
gaffes he has made so far have actually made some positive resonance
surprisingly.
This will be his first election so he
won’t have the smoothest run, but
that doesn’t matter. Trudeau getting
a majority in this election shouldn’t
be the goal.
If he becomes prime minister and
screws up, people won’t be quick to
forgive him.
As long as he doesn’t lose seats he
is doing his job well. The more familiar people become with him, the
better it will be for his image because
he exists at the intersection of his father and Rob Ford: he’s an everyman
and an intellectual. That is a winning
combo even if it takes more than one
election.
To the Conservative Party: take a
walk in the snow. You are no longer
at the point where Stephen Harper

winning is purely good for the party.
You need to look for how to keep
your image as the natural governing
party of Canada alive. Harper needs
to stay strong and calm as he has
the past two elections and remind
everyone why they look at him and
see a prime minister. If that doesn’t
win you the election it will protect
your legacy from the damage and
will let you give Harper’s successor a
chance at beating an older Trudeau
beyond 2015.
Should Harper manage another
majority, it will make clear that the
NDP and the Liberals need to work
together or falter.
If the Liberals win a majority and
the NDP fall back to third place, both
Harper and Mulcair will resign and
both parties will need to stake their
claim on the Canadian political spectrum for the future.
If the Liberals falter and the NDP
manages to take power with Mulcair
as prime minister, the Liberals may
need to consider uniting with the
NDP to stay relevant.
More likely is a Conservative
minority government, but be that
the case, it just kicks the big question
down the road.
How will Canada continue to exist
with three parties on the left?
The Liberals, Greens and NDP
have a lot of soul searching to do and
the road past 2015 is far from clear
for any of them.

Michelle Obama vs. American cafeterias
Students create #ThanksMichelleObama hashtag to complain about unpalatable food in schools

laila hawrylyshyn
opinion columnist

America’s First Lady and healthy
eating advocate, Michelle Obama,
released a Vine early last month of
her posing with a turnip while saying, “Turnip for what?”
Her play on words on the hit
song, “Turn Down for What,” was
a response to the question of how
many calories she burns every time
she turns up, posed by an impersonator of her husband, United States
President Barack Obama.
Earlier this year, Michelle Obama
made a special appearance in a skit
called “Ew!” that aired on Jimmy Fallon’s Tonight Show.
In the skit, the First Lady encouraged Sara (Jimmy Fallon) and Stacy
(Will Ferrell) to exercise and start
eating healthy snacks.
For instance, she recommended
eating kale chips instead of potato
chips.

As childhood obesity becomes a
growing issue in the U.S., the First
Lady’s recent immersion into pop
culture has drawn the attention of
the American public in an entertaining fashion.
It has also assisted in her Let’s
Move! campaign.
The campaign, initiated in 2010,
promotes healthier nutrition regulations to be implemented in public
schools all over the U.S.
With the goal of lowering childhood obesity and diabetes rates in
the country, the campaign encourages the reduction of fat, simple sugars
and sodium in school lunches and
replacing it with more whole grains,
fresh fruits and vegetables.
The implementation of these regulations has received mixed responses
from the student population.
Last week, Michelle Obama was
once again placed in the spotlight when students began to post
complaints online with the sarcastic
hashtag #ThanksMichelleObama.
In only a few days, there were over
20,000 posts with the hashtag, some
including photographs of unappetizing looking meals.
The complaints are mostly cen-

tered on the quality of the meals
provided, targeting the taste and
texture, but some also regard the size
of the portions offered.
A quick Google search of
#ThanksMichelleObama will result
in photographs of hot dogs without
buns, rotten apple slices, unidentified blobs of food and mystery mush
— all unpalatable food.
You may also find pictures of
trays with as little as a small chicken
burger and a bit of applesauce or
garbage bins filled with untouched
meals.
However, the hashtag has also
been used by a variety of people with
the intention of sincerely thanking
Michelle Obama for the changes she
has brought to schools in the U.S.
For instance, a post sent from
Nashville displayed a reasonably
sized portion of salad, corn, chicken
and grapes.
Showing that meals served in
school can, in fact, be fresh, healthy
and delicious and indicating that the
problem lies in the inconsistency
in the quality of the food served in
schools throughout the country.
Though Michelle Obama is at the
centre of the campaign, students are

wrong to blame her for the quality, or
lack, of their meals.
Instead, the criticism should be directed at local school districts, which
are responsible for selecting the food
items that go on the menu.
Funding for school lunch programs should be increased in order
for administrators to create better menus that would satisfy their
students.
Additionally, bringing bagged
lunches into schools should be allowed.
This would enable students who
are not satisfied with their lunch
options to prepare their own meals
at home according to personal tastes,
instead of being forced to eat bland
food to avoid starving at school.
It would also reduce the amount
of food wasted in public schools.
Parents also play a significant role in
the fight against childhood obesity
and diabetes.
By creating a healthy environment
at home, they set an example for the
rest of the family.
Adding fruits and vegetables to
meals at home can easily do this, as
well as limiting sweets and encouraging exercises like going for a walk

at the park.
This environment teaches kids the
importance of a healthy lifestyle and
makes adapting to changes in lunch
programs easier.
During my first couple of years in
high school, the school cafeteria’s
offered delicious food items such as
curly fries and hamburgers.
When the government imposed
new health regulations, students
had to say goodbye to their favourite
greasy foods and welcome the new,
healthier menu.
This created a similar wave of
complaints from the students, but
in the end, students and the school
board worked together to reach a
compromise and the cafeteria was
allowed to sell the delicious curly
fries once a week.
Michelle Obama has taken the
first step in changing the health of
American youth.
It is now up to local district school
boards and parents to take the next
steps and support her cause.
Students may not accept the
changes in their lunch menus, but at
he end of the day, meals offered in
public schools will never replace a
home cooked meal.
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Athletics starts
getting ‘real’
Two Laurier athletes bring LGBTQ
awareness campaign to campus

Intramural goalie
plays for WLU

shelby blackley
campus news editor

david Dessau
staff writer

Every sports fan goes through it —
pretending to play on the big stage,
hoping a scout is watching, waiting to call you up to the big leagues
— while casually just playing with
friends. Harrison Pharoah got to
experience this fantasty in reality.
The Wilfrid Laurier University
men’s hockey team got off to a rough
start to the season due to several
injuries, including both the starting and backup goaltenders, Chris
Festarini and Vinny Merante.
This put Coach Greg Puhalaski
in a tough position, yet he found an
answer.
All he had to do was look towards
Laurier’s ice hockey intramurals to
find stand out goaltender, first-year
Harrison Pharoah, who had been
leading his team to an undefeated
season.
“It was kind of out of the blue—
one day I got a random text on
my phone, it was from Greg,” said
Pharoah. “He said both our goalies
are out with injuries this year and we
were wondering if you could come
out for some practices … and see
what happens from there.”
“[Then] I found myself in the net
against York.”
Pharoah went from dominating
the intramurals to becoming a key
contributor as Laurier’s newest starting goaltender.
He told his parents and their reactions were clear — they were nothing
short of proud and thrilled for their
son’s opportunity.
“It [was] all kind of a shock …
then there was all excitement. My
mom came down for my first game,
watched us play. Then we went to the
Brantford campus and my dad was
there. They’ve all been excited the
whole way. They’re watching every
game online.”
Pharoah, who never played higher
competitively than Junior C, started
playing hockey from a young age in
Toronto. He knew from the moment
he first put on the pads in house
league that he was going to be a
goalie.

andreas patsiaouros/staff photographer

Pharoah has posted a 3-4 record and .904 save percentage in 7 games.

“[I] started skating around the age
of seven … then I picked up playing
recreationally at the age of eight,
strapped on the pads right then and
there …[I] fell in love with it,” he said.
Now, with an intimidating sixfoot-two frame, Pharoah plays a
disciplined and calm game where
he plays tall in the middle of the net
and lets the pucks hit him instead of
coming out and forcing the play.
Despite his size and skill, the
transition from slower-paced intramurals to the faster, tougher game
of Ontario University Sport hockey
is not an easy one. However due to
the exceptional support Pharoah
received from his teammates and
coach Puhalski, he was able to comfortable fit in and become an integral
part of the team as he stepped into
the goal.
“The boys have been nothing
but supportive as well. Like Greg,
they’ve all embraced it, made me feel
welcome,” he said. “It’s been a breeze
pretty much with the transition,
[they] made it really easy for me.”
On Nov. 6, Pharoah’s debut was
imminent — he had only a week of
practice to prepare for his first game
against the York Lions.
Fortunately, he had a clear
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mindset on how to beat the nerves
and play well. Despite the rushed circumstances, his goals for the game
were simple.
“Stop the pucks … let the first one
hit you and go from there,” he said.
Pharoah led the way for the team
with a 35 save effort in his debut
as Laurier took the win against the
Lions with a score of 3-1.
Through seven games, Pharoah
holds a 3-4 record and a .904 save
percentage. By comparison, the
previous starter Chris Festarini had
a .903 save percentage and a 2-4
record through six games.
Pharoah’s stable presence in net
has provided the Golden Hawks with
a chance to win each game.
When asked if he has settled in to
his new role as a starter, there was
not a hint of doubt in his voice that
he had a newly found confidence in
himself.
“The last two games, I’ve started
to understand what to expect from
these guys. I’m settling into the team,
the style of play, the speed everything. I’m becoming more comfortable as the games go on for sure.”
As for the future, Pharoah is taking it day by day and enjoying the
experience.

Not
Just
Frites!

Holiday Dinner Poutine
258 King Street N. 519.886.9000 www.frieswithbenefits.com
Mon-Tue open to 12 am, Wed-Thurs to 2 am, Fri-Sat to 4 am

Two Wilfrid Laurier University athletes are advocating for their peers to
get real.
Maggie Carmichael, a fourth-year
women’s soccer goalkeeper and
Stacey Simmons, a second-year
dual athlete in women’s soccer and
hockey, have brought the Get REAL
movement to Laurier. The program
supports the unlearning of homophobia, bullying and the “importance of embracing everyone.”
Started in 2011 at Western University, Get REAL has the aim of running workshops in junior high and
high schools to change the meaning
of being a young person standing up
against homophobia.
“We decided to bring it to Laurier
because it was really needed in the
Kitchener-Waterloo community,”
Carmichael explained. “There was
really a void in talking about
homophobia and educating high
school students.”
After figuring out the logistics,
Simmons and Carmichael began
their movement full force this year.
Calling K-W their “home away from
home,” it was important to them to
make it an inclusive and supporting
culture for students.
For Carmichael and Simmons,
they have a personal connection
with offensive language and homophobic culture.
“We both have experience with
it, so that’s why we decided to do it,”
Carmichael said.
“Personally, being in the LGBT
community and knowing that some
people are scared to come out
because they are scared about how
people are going to act — and me
not going through the easiest situation myself — just if people realize
that there is support in the community and knowing there is this
movement ... would be the outlet for
some people that need it,” Simmons
explained.
They feel as though their unique
position as athletes and role models
gives them an extra take on advocating for those who feel like they don’t
have a voice.
“It gives a different level to it,”

“It means a lot because
knowing what I’ve gone
through, I did not want
people to feel the same
way.”
-maggie Carmichael, women’s
soccer goalie

Carmichael said.
“It shows people that regardless
of what social group you may be
in, some you may think are more
stereotypical than others, but being
athletes we have been able to show
that athletes are not necessarily like
that.”
According to Carmichael, the
men’s teams at Laurier have been
very supportive of the Get REAL
movement along with the fraternities
and sororities.
Members of both the women’s
hockey and women’s soccer teams
have supported the girls in their
efforts to make this a campus-wide
movement.
“[It’s] being with teams [that are]
more of a family and just having that
support and knowing that those 20plus people are going to support you
as well,” Simmons explained.
Get REAL at Laurier had their
launch party on Nov. 28 and raised
$300 for presentations and community outreach from the movement.
They have been actively raising
awareness in the Concourse and are
currently in the process of making a
varsity athlete video raising awareness for unlearning homophobia.
For Carmichael and Simmons, the
personal connection to this movement allows them to make a larger
change.
“It means a lot because knowing
what I’ve gone through, I did not
want people to feel the same way so
figured if I could do something to
help them, I was doing a good thing.
And that really makes a difference,”
Carmichael said.
“Get REAL is so big across the
country, it seems like eras are changing and people are changing,” Simmons concluded.

follow us
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Slowly slipping in the standings
After two straight losses over the weekend, women’s hockey is no longer nationally ranked
drew YAtes
staff writer

After an uncharacteristic start to the
season, the Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s hockey team is ready for a
break.
Following their two losses this past
weekend against the Waterloo Warriors and the Toronto Varsity Blues,
the Hawks have an overall record of
7-4-3 coming onto the midway point
of the season.
They now slip to fifth place in
the province, and only five points
ahead of the 11th place University
of Ontario Institute of Technology
Ridgebacks. This marks the first week
that the club has not been nationally
ranked dating all the way back to the
2003- 04 season.
Laurier lost a close decision to
the Blues that needed a shootout to
settle the game. None of the Laurier
shooters were able to put it past the
Blues net minder during the shootout, losing 2-1.
The previous night, Laurier was
held off the score sheet by very
strong goaltending when the Waterloo Warriors shut out the Hawks in a
2-0 showing on home ice.
“I have to say, I know we faced a
couple of good goaltenders, but I
am extremely surprised that we only
scored one goal in two games,” head
coach Rick Osborne said.
Nicole Kesteris of the Blues and
Stephanie Sluys of the Warriors are
both in the top five list of goaltenders
in save percentage, with Kesteris

will huang/photo editor

fifth-year forward Tammy Freiburger dives for a loose puck in Saturday night’s 2-0 shutout loss to the Waterloo Warriors at the Waterloo Rec Complex.

owning a .932 save percentage and
Sluys at .959, tied for first in Ontario
University Athletics.
Saturday also marked the first
time the Laurier Golden Hawks have
lost a game to the Warriors since
Dec. 4, 2004.
“They played a really smart tough
checking game. They certainly
wanted it very badly. It’s been a
while since they beat us— they
deserve what they got tonight; good
goaltending, good special teams
from them and they were tenacious

all night long,” Osborne said.
“It was a night I truly did not want
to fall more than one goal behind,
knowing the way their team checks,
knowing their goalie — it’s just I’m a
little shocked that they were able to
shut us out on our home ice.”
The Hawks were also missing a
few crucial pieces to the lineup, as
fourth-year centre Megan Howe
and second-year defender Montana
Merante were both out with injuries.
First-year defender Molly Handsaeme played both games but she

was not 100 per cent.
Going into the winter break, the
Hawks are looking forward to refocusing their energy for the second
half of the season.
Osborne said he thinks right now
is a good time for Laurier to take that
break.
“It’s going to be good for people
to go home and see their families
and that will give them some more
energy as well. I know school can be
really tiring this time of year,” fifthyear captain Laura Brooker said.

basketball

Walters is finally on the rise
After an injury sidelined him early in his career, Walters is making his mark
will prowse
staff writer

Aiddian Walters’ time as a Golden
Hawk has been an up-and-down
experience.
The Wilfrid Laurier University
basketball player has battled through
injury to become a prominent figure
on a young 2014-2015 team.
Walters came to Laurier by way of
Vaughan Secondary School. He was
a product of a dominant program
that won an Ontario Federation of
School Athletic Associations championship and housed NBA first overall
pick Andrew Wiggins.
“We were a great team,” said the
third-year forward. “We went to
OFSAA, quad-A and we actually
won the championship. I played
alongside Andrew Wiggins, former
Queen’s player Roshane Roberts and
a lot of other players that continued
to play university basketball.”
Aside from the exposure to starlevel talent, Walters said he believes
the competitive nature of his team
furthered his progression as a player.
“Just to really work hard, and
don’t stop. Basically every day in
practice we were going at each
other. Even if we won the game by 30
points, 40 points, we would still go
just as hard as if we lost,” he said.
This hard-working nature is
something that has meshed well with
the Laurier program, where coach
Peter Campbell and his staff preach
a nose-to-the-grindstone brand of
basketball.
“Coach Campbell is a great
guy. He’s really honest at practice.
Basically, he wants the best out of
everybody. He always preaches that
we need to work hard for 40 minutes
of basketball and we’re just trying to

“Doctors told me I wasn’t
going to play for at least a
year.”

- Aiddian Walters, forward
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Walters is averaging 10 points a game this year, good for a career high.

bring that to reality,” said Walters.
Walters seemed on pace for Golden Hawk stardom. His minutes grew
as he progressed from freshman to
sophomore. In his second season,
he averaged 25 minutes per game
and shot 40 per cent from the field.
However, in May of 2013 Walters tore
his labrum. A painful injury affecting
the cartilage that helps maintain the
stability of the shoulder, Walters was
looking at a lengthy absence.
“That was really hard for me,” he
said. “Doctors told me I wasn’t going
to be able to play for at least a year.”
During his recovery, Walters
leaned heavily on those around him

in the Laurier basketball program.
“My coach kept saying, ‘Don’t
worry, Aiddian, you’ll be fine.’ My
teammates also gave me the same
support, and coach told me to come
to practices every day, to try to work
on my conditioning and possibly get
ready for the season. Basically, he
gave me hope that I may be able to
return.”
Though the recovery process was
a trying one, Walters has returned
strong for the 2014 season.
He brings energy to the court that
augments his team’s offence and
defence, and thus far has achieved
great individual success as well. His

10 points per game is a career high,
and has added other career high
averages in rebounds, assists, steals
and blocks.
Walters’ success is something he
feels has solidified his role on the
team and has smoothed his integration into the roster following his
injury.
“I’ve really liked my role so far,” he
said. “My coach has been giving me
confidence so that’s helped me out a
lot, especially after an injury when I
haven’t played much.”
But past his personal successes
this season, Walters also feels this
Golden Hawk roster has a bright
future.
“Well, so far, our team is really
young, so we still have a lot of time to
improve. Right now my confidence is
really high, my teammates are looking out for me, and my coach is giving me confidence. We’re headed in
the right direction,” he said, adding,
“It starts out in practice. We’ve just
got to go hard every day in practice,
listen to what our coach is telling us,
and bring that to the game.”
Walters will take that work ethic
to Hamilton on Jan. 7 as the Golden
Hawks visit the McMaster Marauders on the road to kick off the second
half of the year.

“...I am extremely surprised
that we only scored one
goal in two games.”

-Rick Osborne, head coach
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Top 10 sports moments
9. OUA changing

10. The Allin legacy
Max Allin provided the Wilfrid Laurier University basketball program
with arguably the strongest five years
of any players in its existence. Just
months after the 1,500 point scorer
and Laurier legend left the program,
his younger brother Luke stepped
onto the court in the very same gym.
On Nov. 8 with his brother in attendance, Luke dropped a game-high 23
points and was 7-7 from beyond the
arc. Another Allin tradition may be
just beginning.

6. The dominant pitching rotation

Canadian Interuniversity Sport and Ontario University Athletics received an
overhaul in how it was marketed to the public this past year. Sportsnet pulled
its university programming, forcing the leagues to transition to an online
streaming platform for all of its sports. While OUA.tv provided a medium for
just about anyone to view sports though a new platform, its poor execution
resulted in more technical difficulties then celebration.

8. Men’s soccer pull off the upset

7. Three All-Canadians
for football
In a turn-around season for men’s
football, three players stepped up
to earn All-Canadian for the club in
2014. This is the first time three players from Laurier were selected to the
roster since 2009. The OUA’s leading
rusher and MVP was a lock for the
selection, as well as top Canadian
Football League defensive prospect
Chris Ackie. A phenomenal year
from kicker Ronnie Pfeffer placed
him among elite company; his punting distance and consistency was top
in the province and was pivotal to his
team’s success.

For the third straight year, a men’s soccer club that was nothing short of
mediocre all season long, shocked a team in the first round of the playoffs.
The Guelph Gryphons were the victims this time around. A late tying goal
by Tyrell Wilson sent the game to penalty kicks, providing the team with a
familiar playoff performance. Unfortunately what was also familiar was the
subsequent loss in the quarter final to the York Lions.

4. Disappointing finish for women’s soccer

Although they were unable to recapture their OUA title, men’s baseball
boasted what was possibly the strongest pitching staff in the province. The
combination of their ace, Brett Van Pelt, veteran leader Jordan Petruska as
well as strong performances from Andrew Zeidans and Andrew McBride provided possibly the most deadly force on mound in 2014. This past season they
led the league in collective strikeouts with 117, and posted an ERA of 3.21.

5. Athletic cuts
In light of recent budget cuts for the
university as a whole, the department of athletics and recreation was
forced to cut $53,713 in the 2014-15
fiscal year. A large portion of the cut
was attributed to reduction in student labour. There is a potential for
an additional cut in the coming year,
however the department’s additional
revenue stream may give them some
wiggle room. After receiving major
criticism for cutting the varsity volleyball team in 2011, the department
said it will do all it can to prevent a
varsity sport from taking a fall this
coming year.

1. Dillon Campbell’s season and eventual MVP

A year after claiming the OUA title, women’s soccer had their sights set on a podium finish at nationals. It was a prediction that looked extremely promising after a 12-1-3 season provided them with a trip to the final four in Hamilton. The
club had to win just one of two games against the Ottawa Gee-Gees and the University of Ontario Institute of Technology Ridgebacks to advance to the national championships. The club dropped both, providing a shocking and abrupt
end to a season with high hopes.

3. Women’s hockey finish fourth at nationals after winning OUA championship
Laurier’s women’s hockey program
enjoyed multiple years of dominance in the past decade, but were
provided a shocking loss to the
Western Mustangs in the 2012-13
OUA semi-finals. In a league with
ever-growing talent, there was fear
that Laurier was beginning to lose
their edge. However, they capped off
their 2013-14 season with an OUA
championship win over the Queen’s
Golden Gaels and a fourth place
finish at nationals, returning their
program back its glory days — and
they did it with eight rookies.

2. Dominance of both curling teams

In terms of athletics at Laurier, 2014 was truly the year of Dillon Campbell. The
OUA MVP led the entire country with a dominating 1,458 yards rushing, 46
per cent of the teams total offence, and as an unstoppable force and immovable object on the gridiron. His power and ability to make something out of
nothing on the field provided a spectacle in each game and kept his team
in contention on any given Saturday. No other athlete made as much of an
impact on the school and its reputation this past year as Campbell.

Curling truly emerged as Laurier’s most consistently strong sport this past
year across men and women. They cemented themselves as a powerhouse
in the country. The women capped off their undefeated season with an OUA
championship, while the men finished second in the province. At nationals,
both clubs finished in third place. After this consistency and strength, it is
no surprise the 2015 national championships are being hosted right here in
Waterloo.
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